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Abstract
Experimental aeroacoustic research was conducted on a wind turbine specific airfoil at
low Reynolds numbers. The goal of this thesis was to study trailing edge noise generation
from the airfoil and investigate correlations between the noise and the flow field. Before
experiments were performed the current wind tunnel had to be modified in order to make
it more suitable for aeroacoustic tests. Sound absorbing foam was added to the inside
of the tunnel to lower the background noise levels and turbulence reduction screens were
added which lowered the turbulence. An S822 airfoil was chosen because it is designed for
low Reynolds flows attainable in the wind tunnel which are on the order of 104.
Smoke wire flow visualization was used to gain insight into the airfoil wake develop-
ment and oil film flow visualization was used to qualitatively assess the boundary layer
development. Laser Doppler anemometry (LDA) was used to measure two components
of velocity at high data rates in the airfoil wake. Wake profiles were measured in addi-
tion to single point measurements to determine the velocity spectrum. A microphone was
mounted inside the test section in order to measure the trailing edge noise. Initial plans
included measuring the trailing edge noise with a microphone array capable of quantifying
and locating noise sources. Although an array was built and beamforming code was written
it was only used in preliminary monopole source tests.
Oil film results showed the behaviour of the boundary layer to be consistent with
previous low Reynolds number experiments. LDA results revealed sharp peaks in the
velocity spectra at 1100 Hz from U0 = 15–24 m/s, and 3100 and 3800 Hz, from U0 = 25–35
m/s, which were inconsistent with vortex shedding results of previous researchers. Also
present were a series of broad peaks in the spectra that increase from 1200–1700 Hz in the
U0 = 25–35 m/s range. The shedding frequency from the smoke wire flow visualization
was calculated to be 1250 Hz at U0 = 26 m/s. These sharp peaks were also present in
the acoustic spectrum. It was reasoned that these peaks are due to wind tunnel resonance
which is a common occurrence in hard wall wind tunnels. In particular the tone at 1100 Hz
is due to a standing wave with a wavelength equal to half the tunnel width. The shedding
frequency from the smoke wire flow visualization was calculated to be 1100 Hz at U0 = 20
m/s. These tones exhibited a “ladder-like” relationship with freestream velocity, another
aspect indicative of wind tunnel resonance. It was reasoned that the wind tunnel resonance
was forcing the shedding frequency of the airfoil in the U0 = 15–24 m/s range, and in the
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1.1 Problem Statement and Goals
With the ever increasing cost of energy from fossil fuels and growing concerns about climate
change, methods to capture renewable energy are becoming more and more prevalent as
well as financially viable. In particular the prevalence of wind turbines has grown signif-
icantly in recent years. However wind turbines are not without financial and operational
problems that hinder their widespread use. They are only financially feasible in geographic
locations with consistently high wind speeds and in close proximity to existing electricity
distribution infrastructure. There is a certain amount of risk involved in financing a wind
farm due to the variability of the wind which leads to an uncertainty in the estimate of
power production. In recent years, broken gearboxes have become an operational prob-
lem due to the fluctuating loads caused by the wind’s inconsistency. Another operational
problem of wind turbines is their noise output. Wind turbine noise is problematic be-
cause it can be intrusive to people that are nearby. Any residence, place of work, road,
park, or similar place is known as a “receptor”. Many governments around the world have
specified wind turbine noise setback limits which are minimum distances between recep-
tors and wind turbines at which noise levels must be below a certain level [1, 2]. Noise
levels at these receptors are predicted before the wind turbines are installed using com-
plex calculations involving many variables such as wind direction, wind speed, wind shear,
vegetation, temperature, and humidity. Sometimes the calculations can be incorrect and
the actual noise at a receptor is not below the required limit. When this happens, the
residents can be compensated financially or a curtailment program is applied to limit the
wind turbine noise. In some cases residents have complained of health problems associated
with wind turbine noise including infrasound which is very low frequency noise. A medical
and engineering study funded by the American Wind Energy Association (AWEA) and
the Canadian Wind Energy Association (CanWEA) [3] found that wind turbine noise (in-
cluding infrasound) does not pose a risk to humans at reasonable setback distances. At
1
the date of this thesis, there have not been any conclusive medical studies suggesting that
humans can be harmed from wind turbine noise. However there have been numerous case
studies suggesting otherwise as documented by Colby et al. [3]. Some have found that by
properly informing the public about wind turbine noise and implementing a strong public
relations campaign, many complaints can be avoided [1]. The root cause of this problem
is however the turbines themselves. Many researchers and wind turbine companies are
studying wind turbine noise and methods of noise reduction. The adverse effects of wind
turbine noise (whether perceived or real) are the motivation for this thesis.
Although many types of wind turbines exist, this thesis is only concerned with three-
blade horizontal axis wind turbines (HAWTs). Further mention of wind turbines will refer
exclusively to HAWTs. For residential use, wind turbine rotors can be as small as 1 m in
diameter whereas wind turbines for commercial electricity production can have very large
100 m diameter rotors. Despite this difference in size, all wind turbines have the same
main components as shown in Figure 1.1.
Figure 1.1: Main wind turbine components (not to scale)
Wind turbine blade geometry is based primarily on airfoil shapes. The airfoil is central
to the operation of most devices that require a fluid environment for their operation. This
includes airplane wings, helicopter rotors, and fan and turbine blades. Airfoils are primarily
used to convert fluid forces into a lifting force normal to the flow direction. In the case of
wind turbines, this lift force creates a torque which drives the wind turbine’s generator.














Figure 1.2: Airfoil overview
The angle of attack is the angle between the freestream velocity and the chord line.
A blade for a small wind turbine can simply be a single airfoil extruded along the length
of the blade. A blade for a large commercial wind turbine is tapered towards the tip and
twisted. The twist is to ensure the angle of attack is relatively constant over the whole
blade at the design point, since the relative velocity vector changes with radial position.
Additionally, these large wind turbines will employ several different airfoil types along the
length of the blade.
Wind turbine noise sources can be divided into two main categories: mechanical noise
and aeroacoustic noise [4]. Mechanical noise is generated from the various moving com-
ponents inside the nacelle, including the gearbox, generator, electrical transformer, and
cooling systems. An increase in generator or gearbox noise often indicates a malfunction
such as bearing wear or misaligned gear meshing [5]. Because these systems are housed
inside the nacelle, sound-proofing, proper maintenance and careful design can mitigate
mechanical noise. Aeroacoustic noise is generated by fluid structures such as vortices in-
cluding the interaction of these structures with the tower and blades. Although mechanical
noise can still be audible, aeroacoustic noise is the dominant noise source for most wind
turbines. Oerlemans et al. [6] found the mechanical noise to be 10 dBA lower than the
aeroacoustic noise for the majority of the audible frequency range. This measurement was
performed with a microphone phased array (explained in Section 2.6) which allows noise
sources to be localized and quantified. A number of aeroacoustic sources associated with
wind turbines have been identified including: trailing edge noise, tip noise, stall noise,
leading edge noise due to inflow turbulence, and blade-tower interaction noise [5]. These
noise sources are shown schematically in Figure 1.3. Although all of these sources have
been observed, trailing edge noise and tip noise have been identified as the dominant noise








Figure 1.3: Aerodynamic noise sources from a wind turbine
Studying trailing edge and tip noise from a wind turbine in the field is a very difficult
task since there is very little control over operating conditions such as wind speed, wind
direction and background noise levels. This type of measurement was successfully com-
pleted by Oerlemans et al. [6, 7] however it required extensive planning, expertise and
financial resources. A similar experiment was well beyond the scope of this thesis. A wind
turbine blade is often modeled as a conventional airfoil moving through a non-rotating flow
field. Although many wind turbine blades have varying airfoil shapes along the length of
the blade and are twisted, individual spanwise blade elements can be analyzed as a two-
dimensional (2D) airfoil. Aerodynamic experiments on airfoils are often performed in wind
tunnels so there is complete control over parameters such as wind speed, angle of attack,




Figure 1.4: Schematic of a 2D airfoil in a closed test section wind tunnel
Tip noise can also be studied in a wind tunnel (as reported in Migliore [8]) however
this cannot be done with a 2D airfoil. Tip noise was not investigated in this thesis because
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the facility to do so was not available. The goal of this thesis is to study trailing edge
noise generation from a wind turbine specific 2D airfoil using a wind tunnel. Acoustic
measurements and flow field measurements were made to assess the trailing edge noise and
to find out how the flow field relates to the noise generation.
1.2 Outline
A literature review of low speed airfoil aerodynamics and wind tunnel testing is provided
in Chapter 2. An overview of the flow field measurement tools used in this thesis such as
the laser Doppler anemometer, smoke wire flow visualization and surface flow visualization
are also provided. Lastly, background information is provided for airfoil trailing edge
noise generation, and microphone and microphone phased array measurement techniques.
Chapter 3 is a discussion of the experimental setup and measurement procedures used
to collect data. This includes details on how the wind tunnel was modified to make it
more efficient and quieter. Rationale is given for the choice of the 2D airfoil used in
the tests. Specific details about the experimental setups for the flow visualization, laser
Doppler anemometer, microphone and microphone phased array measurements are also
given. The results from the wind tunnel and preliminary microphone phased array tests
are presented in Chapter 4. Smoke wire flow visualization and surface flow visualization
images are shown and compared to known low speed airfoil characteristics. The velocity
and acoustic spectra of the airfoil wake is presented and compared. Additionally, the
preliminary microphone phased array results are shown. Conclusions about the results
from each type of measurement are presented in Chapter 5. Recommendations about how




This chapter provides a background for the aerodynamic theory and experimental tech-
niques discussed in subsequent chapters. Wind tunnel testing of airfoils and low speed
airfoil aerodynamics are reviewed. The theories behind flow visualization and laser based
velocity measurements are presented. Basic acoustic theory is reviewed as well as trail-
ing edge noise generation from an airfoil. Finally the microphone phased array acoustic
measurement theory is presented.
2.1 Wind Tunnel Testing
2.1.1 Overview of Wind Tunnels
Wind tunnels are the primary tool for aeroacoustic and aerodynamic testing [9]. Two
types of wind tunnels are used for aeroacoustic testing each with their advantages and
disadvantages. They are the open jet/anechoic wind tunnel and closed test section wind
tunnel.
Open jet/anechoic wind tunnel
An open jet anechoic wind tunnel has a test section where the jet is not bounded by
walls but is surrounded by a larger anechoic enclosure [10]. This provides low background
noise because there are no test section walls to cause sound reflections and the anechoic
enclosure will absorb sound. However since the flow is unbounded, care must be taken
when testing high lift devices which may deflect the jet away from the jet collector. This






Figure 2.1: Side view schematic of open jet wind tunnel
Closed test section wind tunnel
The closed test section wind tunnel has higher background noise levels due to reflections
off tunnel walls compared with the anechoic wind tunnel. A schematic of a closed test
section wind tunnel is shown in Figure 1.4. Resonance can interfere with the results
depending on test section and airfoil geometry. Despite this fact aeroacoustic tests can still
be performed. The use of a microphone phased array can attenuate some of the background
noise in the tunnel and the constrained flow allows for more predictable aerodynamic tests.
An interesting hybrid of these two aforementioned tunnel designs is the Virginia Tech
Stability Wind Tunnel (VTSWT) [11] which uses stretched Kevlar R© membranes to cre-
ate test section walls inside an anechoic chamber. The Kevlar R© is acoustically permeable
allowing sound to travel through it and be absorbed in the anechoic chamber. The mem-
branes are strong enough to mimic solid test section walls. Although it was not feasible to
replicate the VTSWT design for this thesis, a number of modifications were made to the
wind tunnel used to make it quieter and more efficient. These modifications are discussed
in Section 3.1.
2.1.2 Wind Tunnel Resonance
Many researchers have found difficulties in performing aeroacoustic measurements in hard
wall wind tunnels. Depending on test section geometry, airfoil size, and velocity, standing
waves can develop in the test section which can have an amplitude the same order of
magnitude as the airfoil acoustic emissions. This standing wave phenomenon was first
investigated by Parker [12, 13], and Parker and Griffiths [14] who analyzed audible tones
generated by various cascades of flat plates in a wind tunnel. Parker postulated that
four primary resonant modes occur called αP , βP , γP , and δP which are shown below






Figure 2.2: Parker [13] resonant modes, ///\\\ regions of high sound pressure level; - - -
node; plate
by the locations of nodes and antinodes along the standing wave. Antinodes are the
high amplitude points along a standing wave and nodes are zero amplitude points. The
distance between a node and a successive antinode is equal to one quarter wavelength. The
βP mode appears to be the most prevalent resonant mode in hard wall, closed test section
wind tunnels since it was the only mode common in tests by Nash et al. [15], Nakano et
al. [16, 17], Zaman et al. [18], and Wood [19] during airfoil experiments. Nash et al. [15]
successfully mitigated the resonance by replacing the test section ceiling and floor with
sound absorbing foam. Nakano et al. [16, 17] also attempted this, but were not able to
completely remove the noise. An analytical method [13] was used to solve for the resonant
frequency of each mode for a given chord length to tunnel size ratio. This model postulates
that antinodes occur at the test section walls and a node occurs at the airfoil. The βP
mode resonant frequency can be calculated with Parker’s [13] resonance model shown in
Figure 2.3. The dimensionless frequency ratio ω/Ω is plotted against the geometry ratio c/h,
where h is the test section height, and c is the airfoil chord. Here the angular frequency ω
is defined as:
ω = 2πfr (2.1)
where fr is the resonant frequency. This is normalized by the reference frequency given
by:
Ω = 2π c0
λr
(2.2)
where c0 is the speed of sound and λr is the wavelength of the resonant standing wave.
Rearranging Equations 2.1 and 2.2, the βP mode resonant frequency fr,βP is calculated
with:
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where λβP is the βP mode wavelength equal to twice the test section height. The αP ,
γP , and δP resonant modes are calculated in a similar manner but are not discussed here
because they are less common in wind tunnel tests. According to the model, resonance
only occurs when ω . Ω and in the case of the βP mode this occurs when c/h & 0.4.
Parker [13] hypothesized that additional resonant frequencies are possible caused by the
superposition of standing waves or complex three-dimensional standing waves. It was also
shown by Parker and Griffiths [14] that the generated standing wave frequencies produced
an overlapping “ladder-like” relationship with freestream velocity as shown in Figure 2.4.
Horizontal lines are added to the plot only to emphasize the "ladder-like" nature of the
data.
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Figure 2.4: Detected peak frequency vs U0 from Figure 5. b) in Parker and Griffiths [14]
2.2 Review of Low Reynolds Number Airfoils
When a wind tunnel test of an airfoil is performed, an important aspect to consider is the





where ρ is the fluid density, U0 is the mean freestream velocity, c is the airfoil chord
length and µ is the dynamic viscosity. Subsequent reference to “Reynolds number” shall
refer to Rec unless stated otherwise. The aerodynamic properties of an airfoil are primarily

















where D is the drag force per unit length.
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The airfoil’s Reynolds number attainable in the wind tunnel must be matched to the
Reynolds number at which the airfoil operates since there are several airfoil Reynolds
number regimes ranging from 103–109 each with their own flow characteristics [20, 21].
Two Reynolds number regions are of interest for this study which are: 3×104–7×104, and
7× 104–20× 104. These are the Reynolds numbers attainable in the wind tunnel used for
this study which are discussed further in Section 3.1.
As fluid flows over the rearward portion of an airfoil an adverse pressure gradient can
be encountered on both the suction side and pressure side if the fluid decelerates to fill a
larger volume. For the Reynolds number regime of 3× 104–20× 104 the boundary layer is
still laminar where the adverse pressure gradient is encountered. If the pressure gradient is
too large, the laminar boundary layer does not have sufficient energy to remain attached to
the airfoil and can separate forming a bluff body like wake. The adverse pressure gradient
is affected by the airfoil’s shape, thickness to chord ratio, (ta/c), and angle of attack, α.
Flow separation (which can occur on both the suction and pressure side) is more likely
to occur for thicker airfoils and at higher angles of attack [20]. The adverse pressure
gradient on the suction side increases with angle of attack thus increasing the chance
of separation. Downstream of the separation point the flow becomes turbulent and can
reattach to the airfoil because of the entrained energy in the turbulent boundary layer [20],
as shown in Figure 2.5. When this occurs a “laminar separation bubble” forms between
the separation point and reattachment point. The length of the separation bubble is the
chordwise distance along the airfoil’s surface between the separation and reattachment















Figure 2.5: Laminar separation bubble evolution, adapted from Lissaman [20] (not to scale)
reports that for reattachment to occur, the Reynolds number based on separation bubble
length must be at least 5× 104. Therefore reattachment is not likely in the 3× 104–7× 104
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Reynolds number regime. Nakano et al. [16, 17] investigated the effect of separation
bubble size and position on a NACA 0018 airfoil at Rec = 1.6 × 105 using surface flow
visualization. As the angle of attack increased the separation bubble on the suction side
decreased in size and moved upstream. The separation bubble on the pressure side also
decreased in size but moved downstream. A similar but more extensive experiment on a
NACA 0018 airfoil was performed by Gerakopulos et al. [22]. The size and position of the
separation bubble on the suction side was measured with surface pressure measurements
for angles of attack of 0◦–10◦ and Reynolds numbers of 8× 104–2× 105. Gerakopulos et al.
[22] measured the separation bubble to decrease in size and move upstream as the angle
of attack increased. This phenomenon also occurred as the Reynolds number increased,
although to a lesser extent. Hu and Yang [23] used surface pressure measurements to study
the separation bubble on a cambered, 15% thickness, GA (W)-1 airfoil at Rec = 7 × 104.
Their results also showed that the separation bubble on the suction side moved upstream
as the angle of attack increased, however the separation bubble size did not change. The
airfoil lift decreases and airfoil drag increases with the presence of a separation bubble,
however the boundary layer near the leading edge can be tripped to induce turbulence
thus eliminating the separation bubble and keeping the flow attached to the airfoil [20]. As
the Reynolds number increases into the 7× 104–20× 104 regime, the size of the separation
bubble decreases and its effect on lift decreases as well [21]. However the bubble is highly
unstable and as the angle of attack increases the bubble can burst and not reattach to the
airfoil [20]. Mueller et al. [24] investigated the hysteresis effect of the separation bubble
size (and thus the lift and drag) caused by changing the angle of attack. The effect of




where σ is the standard deviation of the freestream velocity component. It was found
that above a turbulence intensity of 0.3% hysteresis was not present [24]. This result
is important for very low turbulence wind tunnels where the lift and drag versus angle
of attack curves are different depending on whether the angle of attack is increasing or
decreasing.
2.3 Flow Visualization
Two methods are used in this thesis to qualitatively measure the flow around an airfoil
including the laminar separation bubble. These methods are: smoke wire flow visualization





Figure 2.6: Smoke wire flow visualization Rec = 3.6× 104 (U∞ = 10 m/s), α = 8◦
2.3.1 Smoke Wire Flow Visualization
The smoke wire technique is used in air flows to visualize the streaklines around an object
such as an airfoil [25]. This is achieved by stretching a small diameter wire through the
flow near an object and applying an oil to the wire. AC electricity is sent through the wire,
heating it and causing the oil to evaporate which creates the streaklines. Stainless steel
wires with a diameter on the order of tens of microns are used in order to minimize vortices
shed from the wire [25]. Typically this technique works best for air speeds slower than 10
m/s. Above this, the streaklines become too diffuse, the droplets of oil are blown off the
wire, the smoke lasts only a fraction of a second and vortices from the wire can interfere
with the flow. To properly photograph smoke wire streaklines, the camera’s shutter speed
must be fast enough in order to avoid blurring of the smoke. As the flow gets faster, a faster
shutter speed is needed and a larger amount of light is needed to have properly exposed
photographs. A light source such as a flash or high power spot light is used to provide the
required lighting. Additionally a large aperture lens can be used to increase the amount
light for exposure. An example of smoke wire flow visualization from this thesis is shown
in Figure 2.6.
2.3.2 Oil Film Visualization
Surface flow visualization is a technique used to assess how fluid is moving over a solid
body. Typically a pigment or tracer particle such as: dye, titanium dioxide, soot, or
graphite powder, is mixed with a volatile fluid such as kerosene or silicone oil [26, 27]. The










Figure 2.7: Surface flow visualization and skin friction coefficient from Selig and McGrana-
han [28]
Through a shearing effect, flow in the boundary layer will cause the mixture to move. The
particles can create patterns and streaklines on the surface which will remain in place once
the volatile fluid has evaporated. If the flow is primarily 2D, information about the flow
above the surface can be gathered based on the surface pattern of the particles. A similar
technique involves spraying on a less volatile fluid with tracer particles and observing how
the flow affects the fluid surface. The tracer particles create streaklines on the surface.
Selig and McGranahan [28] used this technique to locate the laminar separation on low
Reynolds number airfoils. With this technique the laminar region, separation bubble region
and reattachment region are easily visible through the appearance of the fluid surface as
shown in Figure 2.7. Also shown is the corresponding estimate of skin friction coefficient,








where τ is the shear force of the fluid at the surface. Selig and McGranahan [28], also
note that the oil mixture gathers at the downstream side of the separation bubble but the
actual reattachment point is slightly downstream of this location.
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2.4 Principles of Laser Doppler Anemometry
2.4.1 Theory
Laser Doppler Anemometry (LDA), also called Laser Doppler Velocimetry (LDV), is a non-
intrusive, laser based, flow velocity measurement technique often used to study airfoils in
wind tunnels [29, 30]. LDA was chosen for this study because it is capable of data rates on
the order of tens of kilohertz allowing for spectral analysis at frequencies of a few kilohertz.
Additionally since LDA is non-intrusive, measurements can be made without any apparatus
affecting the flow inside the wind tunnel. Unlike many flow measurement devices, LDA
measures the velocity of the particles in the flow rather than the flow itself. If a particle
passes through a laser beam it will scatter light with a Doppler shifted frequency that is
linearly proportional to the particle’s velocity [31]. LDA systems use two laser beams where
scattering from both beams is measured and the difference in frequencies yields the beat
frequency. This frequency difference is on the order of megahertz to hundreds of megahertz
which can be easily measured. Once the beat frequency is acquired the particle velocity
can be calculated. The most common LDA setup is the dual beam configuration shown






Figure 2.8: Dual beam LDA configuration schematic adapted from Albrecht et al. [31]
how the particle velocity is measured with Doppler shifted light. At the point where the
beams cross there is an ellipsoid intersection volume which is the measurement volume.
Where two laser beams cross, a time-averaged fringe pattern is created in the intersection
region. This fringe pattern contains regularly spaced alternating bands of high and low
intensity which is shown below in Figure 2.9.
The fringe spacing δf given by:
δf =
λb





Figure 2.9: Dual beam LDA configuration schematic adapted from BSA Flow Software
manual [32]
and is simply a function of the laser wavelength λb and the intersection angle θ [31]. When
a particle moves through the fringes it scatters light at the beat frequency, also known as





where u⊥ is the particle velocity component perpendicular to the fringes [31]. However
the particle diameter, dp, must be sufficiently small (dp  δf ) for this to occur [31].
Rearranging Equation 2.10 the velocity is explicitly given by:
u⊥ =
λb
2 sin (θ/2)fD = δffD (2.11)
2.4.2 Practical Considerations
A modification to this configuration is needed since the Doppler burst does not yield
any information about particle direction. Only particles with non-zero velocities can be
measured since stationary particles will not generate a Doppler burst [32]. By shifting the
frequency of one beam by a small amount, f0, the fringe pattern is modelled to move in
the direction perpendicular to the fringes at a constant velocity ufringe defined as:
ufringe =
f0λb
2 sin (θ/2) (2.12)
A Bragg cell can be used to shift the wavelength of one of the beams. Typically the










Figure 2.10: Relationship between Doppler shift and particle velocity, a) without frequency
shift; b) with frequency shift. — ambiguous velocities; - - - measurable velocities (adapted
from BSA Flow Software manual [32]).
well as directionality to be measured. A stationary particle will produce a Doppler burst
equal to the shift frequency. Particles travelling against the fringes will produce a Doppler
burst with a frequency higher than f0, and particles travelling with the fringes will produce
a Doppler burst lower than f0. Therefore the lowest measurable velocity in the fringe
propagation direction is ufringe. There is no upper limit on measurable velocities in the
direction opposite the fringe propagation. This is shown graphically in Figure 2.10 where
the measurable velocities correspond to the dashed lines and unmeasurable (directionally
ambiguous) velocities correspond to the solid lines. LDA systems can operate either in
back scatter or forward scatter. In back scatter, the receiver is placed between the two
incident beams so it receives scattered light. In forward scatter, the receiver is placed
behind the particles. A much higher data rate is achievable with forward scatter because
more light is scattered in the direction of the incident beam. With the backscatter setup
the transmitting and receiving optics can be combined in one unit thus saving space and
allowing for factory alignment.
2.5 Noise Overview
2.5.1 Noise Spectra
LDA is used in this thesis to measure the flow velocity around an airfoil and microphones are
used to measure the noise generation. Prior to discussing acoustic measurement techniques
a brief review of noise generation is required. Sound pressure levels, Lp, are quantified in
units of decibels, dB given by:







where prms is the root-mean-square (RMS) of the pressure signal in Pa and pref is the
reference pressure of 20 × 10−6 Pa. Sound pressure levels are sometimes given in units of
dBA, or A-weighted decibel levels. This weighting mimics the human ear’s response to
sound pressure levels at different frequencies [33]. It is common for sound to exist at more
than one frequency, therefore it is useful to show this graphically as an acoustic spectrum
where the decibel level for each frequency is visible as shown in Figure 2.11. The spectrum
shows both tonal noise, characterized by a sharp peak and broadband noise, characterized
by relatively flat energy levels over a range of frequencies.


























Figure 2.11: Example of a narrowband acoustic spectrum from a microphone measurement
of the S822 airfoil
A Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) transforms the time domain acoustic signal (sampled
at a constant time interval) into the frequency domain acoustic spectrum [34]. The FFT
is used to convert a pressure versus time signal into a pressure versus frequency spectrum.
Pressure values are at regularly spaced frequency bands 4f , given by: 4f = 1/4tTb where
4t is the sampling interval in the time signal and Tb is the number of data points in
the acoustic signal. This regularly spaced pressure versus frequency signal is known as
a narrowband spectrum. In the acoustic spectrum, pure tones appear as narrow spikes
and broadband noise appears as a relatively flat decibel level over a range of frequencies.
Narrowband spectra are often converted to spectra where the band width is proportional to
the frequency rather than being constant. The band is characterized by a center frequency
fc, an upper frequency fu, and a lower frequency fl which are related by: fc =
√
fufl [33].
A typical band is the 1/3-octave-band where fu = 21/3fl, however other bands are used and
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in general for a 1/x-octave-band, fu = 21/xfl. Using the root-sum-square (RSS) method,





where pi is the ith narrowband pressure level within the proportional band and Nband is
the number of narrowband levels in the proportional band [34].
2.5.2 Noise Sources
Three common types of acoustic sources are: monopole, dipole, or quadrupole. Each
source has a specific radiation pattern also called a directivity pattern. A monopole will
radiate sound equally in all directions, an example being an open-ended resonator. Finch
[35] defines a monopole pole as: “...any situation in which there is a fluctuation of density
or pressure at a point.”. Finch [35] also defines a dipole as: “...two monopoles of opposite
strength-in other words, out of phase-are situated close to one another.”. It has been shown
experimentally that trailing edge noise is a dipole source [36]. The directivity function, Dh
[36], for a high frequency trailing edge dipole source is given by:
Dh =
2 sin2 (φ/2)
(1 +M cosφ) (1 + (M −Mc) cosφ)2
(2.15)





and Mc is the convection Mach number where Mc ≈ 0.6M according to Hutcheson and
Brooks [37]. This directivity function is for a stationary observer located in the plane
normal to the trailing edge with the airfoil moving relative to the observer. A low frequency
directivity function exists and is used when the wavelength is much larger than the airfoil





















Figure 2.12: Directivity pattern (Dh) from a trailing edge dipole source with the airfoil
moving M = 0.09 as measured by a stationary observer [36]
The majority of the energy from the trailing edge dipole source is radiated upstream
and little is radiated downstream. It is clear from the directivity pattern that the location
at which the source is measured will have a significant effect on the results. A quadrupole
source is composed of a pair of dipole sources. Sound due to turbulence is regarded as a
quadrupole source [38].
2.6 Microphone Phased Arrays
2.6.1 Overview
In aeroacoustics it is often useful to quantify acoustic sources as well as locate them spa-
tially. Early sound localization methods involved aiming an elliptic dish, with a microphone
at the focal point, at a sound source and moving the dish in order to scan a region. By
measuring an acoustic source with an array of microphones sound can be localized with-
out physically moving the array. This is done by shifting the microphone signals in time,
effectively focusing the array on a specific point in space. The microphone phased array
signal processing technique for sound localization is called beamforming. The beamforming
process was first used in radio astronomy, seismic and sonar applications [39, 40]. A spe-
cific field of research has developed around optimizing the beamforming process and array
design for aeroacoustic research. In addition to locating acoustic sources when multiple
microphones are used, uncorrelated noise, ie: electrical noise or turbulence near the mi-
crophone, will be attenuated thus improving the signal-to-noise ratio of the reconstructed





























Figure 2.13: Delay and sum beamforming adapted from Oerlemans [41]
given below:
Again = 10 log (m0) (2.17)
where m0 is the number of microphones [40]. The beamforming process will first be ex-
plained with the simplified delay-and-sum method in the time domain and then the widely
used conventional beamforming method in the frequency domain will be outlined.
2.6.2 Delay-and-Sum Beamforming Theory
The beamforming theory can most easily be explained with the delay and sum method
in the time domain. This is shown schematically in Figure 2.13 which was adapted from
Oerlemans [41]. A single source emitting a constant amplitude pure tone and three micro-
phones. All three microphones will measure a signal from the source, but each measured
signal will have a modulated amplitude and phase shift based on distance from the source.
A scanning plane comprised of grid points is defined where the acoustic source is thought
to be located. For every grid point each microphone signal is phase shifted and the ampli-
tude is scaled according to the distance between the grid point and the microphone. For
the grid points where there is no source, the signal will add destructively, however for the
grid point corresponding to the acoustic source, the signals will add constructively. The












where pk is the signal measured from the kth microphone, m0 is the number of microphones,
and rk is the distance from the kth microphone to the scan point [41].
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2.6.3 Conventional Beamforming Theory
The most widely used beamforming method is known as “conventional beamforming” which
is done in the frequency domain [42]. Conventional beamforming is similar to delay-and-
sum beamforming except the microphone signals are weighted based on their proximity to
the scan point and to the physical center of the array [41]. The following beamforming
algorithm equations are adapted from the work of Humphreys and Brooks [42, 43, 44, 45].
Each microphone signal is divided into N blocks of equal length to which a windowing
function is applied to reduce spectral leakage. Typical block lengths are powers of 2 from
1024–16384. A Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is then performed on each block of data for
each microphone signal. The cross-spectral matrix (CSM), Ĝ is then calculated for a single






[P ∗ik (f)Pjk (f)] ; i, j = 1 . . .m0 (2.19)
Here, Pik and Pjk are the single-sided complex pressure spectrum for microphone pairs
[i, j], block k, where * denotes the complex conjugate, and ws is the windowing weighting
constant. The CSM is a m0 ×m0 matrix as shown:
Ĝ =

G11 G12 . . . G1m0
G21 G22 . . .
...
... ... . . . ...
Gm01 Gm02 . . . Gm0m0
 (2.20)
where the diagonal elements are the autocorrelation terms. The CSM improves the signal-
to-noise ratio by attenuating uncorrelated signal noise. It is common practice to simply
set the diagonal elements to zero [46] since the autocorrelation terms will amplify signal
noise as given by:
Ĝdiag=0 =

0 G12 . . . G1m0
G21 0 . . .
...
... ... . . . ...
Gm01 Gm02 . . . 0
 (2.21)
The “steering vector”, ê corresponds to the point in space where the beamforming











































Figure 2.14: Source map of 8 kHz source located at (0,0)
In this, r1...m0 are the distances between the microphones and the scanning point, rc is the
distance between the array center and the scanning point, and τ1...m0 are sound propagation
times from the scanning point to each microphone. The distances r1...m0 , and rc are used
as weighting factors for each microphone signal. The beamforming output, Y is calculated
with matrix multiplication using the following:




where † is the complex conjugate transpose. This output has units of pressure squared
calculated for a specific scanning point ê at a specific frequency. A plot of Y is called a
beamform map or source map. Source maps are often presented for 1/3-octave-band levels
for a center frequency. Using this algorithm, beamforming code written in MATlab was
created, which could process simulated signals as well as experimentally acquired signals.
The code is shown in Appendix D.
An example source map for a single 8 kHz source is shown in Figure 2.14. The largest
lobe, indicating the source location, is called the main lobe and the other peaks representing
erroneous sources are called side lobes. Array resolution is measured by a quantity called
the beamwidth which is the diameter of the main lobe measured 3 dB below the peak [47].
The beamwidth bw, overall diameter of the array (array aperture) Da, frequency f , and














Figure 2.15: Refraction of sound through the shear layer in an open jet wind tunnel
Atmospheric Boundary Layer Acoustic Paths
Figure 2.16: Refraction of wind turbine noise through an atmospheric boundary layer
If a non-stationary flow field is present between the array and the source plane, addi-
tional calculations must be performed to account for the convection of sound. In many
aeroacoustic experiments a shear layer is present between the array and the source. This
would be the case for an array outside the jet of an anechoic wind tunnel [43], or an array
on the ground measuring a wind turbine [48, 49, 41]. As the acoustic rays travel through
the shear layer refraction will occur, similar to refraction of light rays through a change in
refractive index. This is shown schematically in Figure 2.15 for an airfoil in an open jet
wind tunnel and in Figure 2.16 for wind turbine noise refraction through an atmospheric
boundary layer. A loss in amplitude accompanies this sound refraction. Using Amiet’s
Method [50, 51], the change in sound direction and amplitude through a shear layer can
be accounted for by modifying the steering vector in Equation 2.22. An example time-
averaged source map where a shear layer was accounted for is shown in Figure 2.17. This
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Figure 2.17: Beam map of a 58 m diameter turbine shown with a 12 dB range from
Oerlemans [41]
result by Oerlemans [41] shows the noise from a 58 m diameter wind turbine measured
with a 152 microphone array. The noise source is concentrated in the downswing area of
the rotor plane due to the directivity pattern of trailing edge noise (shown in Figure 2.12).
2.7 Trailing Edge Noise Mechanisms
Numerous studies (including ones using microphone phased arrays) have been conducted
to measure and understand how 2D airfoils generate noise [36, 17, 52, 53, 54, 15, 37, 45].
The majority of these findings are directly applicable to wind turbine noise. Trailing edge
noise mechanisms associated with wind turbines are turbulent boundary layer trailing
edge (TBL-TE) noise, laminar boundary layer trailing edge (LBL-TE) noise, and blunt
trailing edge (BTE) noise [36]. Although the airfoil experiments in this thesis are only for
low Reynolds numbers, noise associated with airfoils at high Reynolds are discussed for
completeness.
Large commercial wind turbines have a Reynolds number based on chord greater than
106. At this Reynolds number the boundary layer has transitioned to become turbulent
before the trailing edge as shown in Figure 2.18.
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Figure 2.18: TBL-TE noise from McPhee [55]
Therefore the majority of commercial wind turbine aeroacoustic noise is due to TBL-TE
noise which is broadband in nature. Trailing edge noise has been found to scale with the
fifth power of the freestream velocity relative to the airfoil and linearly with the boundary
layer thickness of the suction side [36]. It is common for the leading edge of wind turbine
blades to develop pitting caused by erosion from precipitation, insects and dirt. This
pitting can increase the boundary layer thickness thus causing an increase in TBL-TE
noise. This phenomenon has been measured by Oerlemans and Lopez [6] when a grit strip,
which simulated aggressive pitting, was applied to a wind turbine blade.
In some cases, laminar boundary layer vortex shedding can occur if Rec < 106 [52]. A
Kármán vortex street will develop at the trailing edge which will generate an audible pure
tone. This is shown schematically in Figure 2.19.
Figure 2.19: LBL-TE noise from McPhee [55]





where fs is the shedding frequency, l is a length scale (usually the chord length, boundary
layer thickness, or projected frontal height). This phenomenon seldom occurs for com-
mercial size wind turbines because the Reynolds number is sufficiently high such that the
boundary layer becomes turbulent well before the trailing edge. However for smaller tur-
bines (on the order of less than five kilowatts) that operate at lower Reynolds numbers this
phenomenon can occur. Similar to TBL-TE noise, LBL-TE noise scales with the fifth power
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of the freestream velocity relative to the airfoil. However the LBL-TE noise scales linearly
with the boundary layer thickness of the pressure side [36]. Previous researchers have
found the shedding frequency to increase monotonically with flow velocity in the Reynolds
number range of 3 × 104–20 × 104 [56, 36]. Yarusevych and Boutillier [56] attribute the
distinct change in relationship between shedding frequency and Reynolds number to flow
reattachment on the suction side of the airfoil as the Reynolds number increases. This is
shown in Figure 2.20 where the Strouhal number is based on the projected frontal height
of the airfoil, d. Flow reattachment on the suction side occurs at approximately the 1
vertical line for the NACA 0018 airfoil and at the 2 vertical line for the NACA 0025 airfoil.
By using a length scale based on the wake geometry, Yarusevych et al. [57] and Yarusevych
and Boutillier [56] were able to approximately collapse the Strouhal vs Reynolds number
data for α = 0◦, 5◦, and 10◦. This lengthscale, denoted d∗ is the separation between the
freestream velocity RMS peaks measured at a distance of x/c = 1.25 from the trailing edge.
This lengthscale is shown graphically in Figure 2.21. The separation without reattachment
data collapses onto Std∗ ≈ 0.2, and the separation with reattachment data collapses onto
Std∗ ≈ 0.16.













Figure 2.20: Strouhal vs Reynolds number plot for α = 10◦, ◦ no flow reattachment, • flow
reattachment, NACA 0018 airfoil Yarusevych and Boutillier [56]; 4 no flow reattachment,
N flow reattachment, NACA 0025 airfoil Yarusevych et al. [57]
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Figure 2.21: Example of normalized RMS freestream velocity wake profile from the S822
airfoil shown with d∗ dimension
A pure tone can also be generated at the trailing edge in the event that the trailing
edge thickness is 20% or greater than the boundary layer displacement thickness [36]. As
flow passes over the blunt trailing edge a vortex is generated as shown in Figure 2.22. For
the majority of wind turbines, blunt trailing edge noise is a minor concern since trailing
edge thicknesses are sufficiently thin [6].
Figure 2.22: BTE noise from McPhee [55]
2.8 Reduction of Trailing Edge Noise
A number of research efforts have focused on modifying the airfoil shape as a means to
control acoustic emissions. This includes the SIROCCO (SIlent ROtors by aCoustiC Op-
timization) project [58]. The SIROCCO airfoil was successful in lowering the acoustic
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emissions by 0.5 dBA. In a study by Oerlemans et al. [7], the addition of trailing edge
serrations to a wind turbine blade was investigated. Results showed that these serrations
lowered the trailing edge noise by 3.2 dBA. For high Reynolds number airfoils, leading edge
pitting due to erosion can increase the turbulent boundary layer thickness thus increasing
acoustic emissions. One of the current methods under investigation to prevent this is the
use of leading edge tape which protects the blades. Conversely, Oerlemans [52] discovered
that tripping the boundary layer on an airfoil for Rec < 106 prevented the Kármán vortex
shedding thus eliminating the pure tones. The boundary layer trip also reduced the broad-
band airfoil noise by up to 3 dBA. Therefore tripping the boundary layer reduces airfoil
noise for low Reynolds numbers and increases noise for high Reynolds numbers. Additional
research efforts by Moriarty and Migliore [59], and Oerlemans [41] have worked on devel-
oping semi-empirical wind turbine noise prediction algorithms based on the experimental
work of Brooks et al. [36].
2.9 Correlating Velocity and Acoustic Measurements
In addition to studies focusing on acoustic measurements of trailing edge noise, some
researchers have focused on the simultaneous measurement of the flow field around an
airfoil and its acoustic emissions. The primary reason for the combined measurements is
to understand the fluid structures that are responsible for the sound generation. Nash et
al. [15] used a LDA and microphone to measure the flow and trailing edge noise of a NACA
0012 airfoil at Rec = 6.1× 105 and angle of attack of 4◦. A LDA was used because initial
tests with a hot-wire anemometer revealed that the hot-wire support structure interfered
with the flow. The fluctuating flow field in the boundary layer near the trailing edge was
found to be coherent with the tonal noise measured with the microphone. Nash et al.
[15] attributed the tonal noise to the amplification of Tollmien-Schlicting waves by the
separation region found on the pressure side of the airfoil near the trailing edge. Tollmien-
Schlicting waves are periodic instabilities found in the transition region between the laminar
and turbulent boundary layer. These amplified instabilities are convected toward the
trailing edge where they form the Kármán vortex street. The oscillating velocity field at
the trailing edge convects upstream and it is hypothesized that this provides a feedback
loop further amplifying the tonal noise [15]. This is shown schematically in Figure 2.23.
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Figure 2.23: Schematic of airfoil instabilities from Nash et al. [15]
Nakano et al. [16, 17] used Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV), surface flow visualization,
and a microphone to perform measurements on a NACA 0018 airfoil at Rec = 1.6 × 105.
PIV is a laser and camera based fluid velocity measurement technique capable of acquiring
two velocity components at multiple points simultaneously on a two-dimensional grid [60].
Tonal noise was measured with the microphone at angles of attack of 0◦, 3◦, and 6◦ and at
higher angles there was no tonal noise. At angles of attack of 9◦ and greater flow separation
without reattachment occurred on the pressure side of the airfoil. Nakano et al. [16, 17]
report that the tonal noise is caused by fluctuations in the separation region near the
trailing edge on the pressure side of the airfoil which create the observed Kármán vortex
street. Similar to Nash et al. [15], Nakano et al. [16, 17] report that the tonal noise is
amplified due to feedback between the vortices at the trailing edge convecting upstream
and the separation region.
Other combined velocity and acoustic measurements studies are Schröder et al. [61],
and Shannon et al. [62]. Both studies combine PIV and microphone measurements however





A detailed overview of the experimental setup and measurement tools are given in this
chapter. This includes a description of the wind tunnel used for the experiments and the
modifications undertaken to improve its quality. The size of the wind tunnel dictated
the type of airfoil that could be properly tested. Rationale for choosing the S822 wind
turbine airfoil is provided. Descriptions of the experimental setups for the smoke wire flow
visualization and oil film visualization are given. The method used to measure the velocity
field with the LDA is provided along with the microphone method to measure the acoustic
field. Finally the experimental setup for the preliminary testing of the microphone phased
array is discussed.
3.1 Wind Tunnel Modifications
The wind tunnel designed and built by Sperandei [63] suffered from high turbulence inten-
sity and high background noise levels. The cause of the high turbulence intensity was found
to be flow separation in the diffuser. This separation was mitigated by adding vanes in
the diffuser. The turbulence intensity was further reduced with the addition of a modified
turbulence reduction screen section. The background noise level was reduced with the ad-
dition of sound absorbing foam to the inside of the wind tunnel walls. These modifications
are described further in the following sections.
3.1.1 Diffuser Modification
The closed test section recirculating wind tunnel used in this thesis was designed and
constructed by Sperandei in 2002 [63]. The test section has a square cross-section of 152.4
mm × 152.4 mm that is 450 mm long. Flow is driven by an axial fan controlled by a
Variable Frequency Drive (VFD) allowing for precise control of freestream velocity. A
schematic of the wind tunnel from Sperandei [63] is shown in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of the wind tunnel from Sperandei [63]
The design included a wide angle diffuser which was used to reduce the overall length
of the wind tunnel. Although the wide angle diffuser could potentially cause flow sepa-
ration a review of wind tunnels with wide angle diffusers by Mehta [64] suggested that
separation was unlikely with this diffuser geometry. McPhee [55] later discovered a surging
phenomenon in the flow which was postulated to be attributed to either flow separation in
the diffuser or the stalling of the fan blades. A method to reduce diffuser separation is to
install a wire screen at the inlet of the diffuser to break up the boundary layer. Although
this method works, it significantly increases the head loss in the wind tunnel thus lowering
the maximum attainable test section velocity. McPhee [55] used this wire screen method
which eliminated the surging phenomenon and lowered the turbulence intensity, however
the maximum test section velocity was reduced from 35 m/s to 26 m/s. At this point it
was not perfectly clear whether or not the screen prevented separation in the diffuser or
increased the head loss such that the fan was operating more efficiently and not stalling.
In order to confirm if the surging phenomenon was a result of separation in the diffuser
or the fan stalling, the LDA was used to measure the effects of various wire screens installed
throughout the tunnel in order to replicate the head loss of the diffuser inlet screen. The
freestream velocity and turbulence intensity were measured at the center of the tunnel
at a location 150 mm downstream of the test section entrance. These experiments were
performed by Bale [65]. If the surging phenomenon still occurred the flow separating in the
diffuser would be the probable cause. If the surging disappeared the probable cause would
be the fan operating inefficiently. The results showed that only a screen at the inlet to the
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diffuser prevented the surging, thus the cause was the flow separation in the diffuser.
Smoke wire flow visualization tests were used to confirm that the flow was separating
in the diffuser. The smoke wire was placed at the center of the tunnel at downstream
locations of 100 mm and 500 mm from the diffuser inlet. Holes were drilled in the side of
the diffuser in order to hold the smoke wire in place. Tests were conducted with a test
section velocity of 5 m/s with and without the diffuser inlet screen. This was the highest
velocity at which the smoke could most easily be photographed. It was found that the
smoke wire closest to the inlet of the diffuser did not clearly reveal any details about the
possible flow separation. However the downstream smoke wire clearly showed the existence
of flow separation. Shown in Figure 3.2 is a comparison of the flow with and without the
diffuser inlet screen. The screen creates a coherent core flow which reduces separation,
whereas with no screen the flow was highly chaotic.
a) b)
Figure 3.2: Comparison of diffuser flow a) without screen; b) with screen. Flow is from
left to right.
Barlow et al. [9] recommends using diffuser vanes to prevent separation and does not
recommend using a diffuser inlet screen. This method was chosen because of its reported
effectiveness and ease of installation. The diffuser vanes were constructed from 4 pieces
of slotted 18 gauge steel which were tack welded together at either end. Steel was chosen
over aluminum because of its strength so it would not vibrate or flex due to the wind. A
3 × 3 cell vane arrangement was chosen to achieve a full angle of 4.1◦ per cell, ensuring
the flow will not separate [66]. A larger number of cells would only increase the head loss
of the wind tunnel. The LDA system was used to assess the effectiveness of the diffuser
vanes. Results showed that the maximum freestream velocity (at a VFD setting of 60 Hz)
increased from 39.3 m/s to 40.2 m/s. This means that the wind tunnel is more efficient
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with the diffuser vanes in place. The turbulence intensity decreased with the addition
of the diffuser vanes as shown in Figure 3.3. By preventing flow separation, the diffuser
vanes effectively reduced the turbulence intensity from approximately 1.5% to 0.8%. All
subsequent tests are with the diffuser vanes in place.














Figure 3.3: Turbulence intensity vs freestream velocity with and without diffuser vanes, 
no diffuser vanes;  with diffuser vanes
3.1.2 Turbulence Reduction Screens
Wind tunnels primarily employ two devices to reduce turbulence intensity: honeycomb
flow straighteners and wire mesh screens. Honeycomb flow straighteners serve to reduce
the lateral fluctuations and the wire mesh screens reduce the streamwise fluctuations [9].
Both of these devices were installed at the inlet to the contraction in the wind tunnel. The
ratio of open area to wire area of a screen is called the porosity and is often expressed as a
percentage. Mehta and Bradshaw [67] recommend screens with a porosity of 57% or higher
in order to reduce instabilities. The single screen originally installed by Sperandei had a
porosity of 54% and therefore was replaced. A new screen box which holds the turbulence
reduction screens is outlined below.
Criteria
• The screen box design must be as simple as possible in order to minimize manufac-
turing and installation time.
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• The screen box must be as short as possible in order to not unnecessarily increase
the overall wind tunnel length.
Constraints
• The new screens must lower the turbulence intensity of the wind tunnel
• The design must allow for a method to clean the screens without any disassembly.
• The screen porosity must be 57% or more [67].
• The screen box must be able to attach easily between the existing contraction and
settling chamber.
• The distance between screens must be at least 25 times the screen mesh length, as
recommended by Groth and Johansson [68].
Based on the listed criteria and constraints a screen box was designed. It is a square frame
made from 38.1 mm square aluminum tubing with a 3.18 mm wall thickness. Size 30 mesh
screens with a porosity of 65% and mesh length of 0.85 mm, were stretched over and fixed
to each side of the frame. The mesh size refers to the number of cells per linear inch. A
window was cut into one side of the frame to allow access between the screens for cleaning.
An extension the same size as the screen box was added between corner 1 and the fan.
Bolting patterns with accompanying angle brackets were designed to attach the screen box
between the existing contraction and settling chamber. The finished screen box is shown





Figure 3.4: Screen box
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Using the LDA the turbulence intensity was measured for one screen and with two
screens. The turbulence intensity vs freestream velocity is plotted in Figure 3.5 for both
cases. The turbulence intensity is below 1% and decreases to approximately 0.75% at
the maximum freestream velocity. There is no significant change in turbulence with the
addition of the second screen. This could be due to insufficient spacing between screens.
Although Groth and Johansson [68] recommend a spacing of 25 times the mesh length
(in this case a separation of 21 mm), Mehta and Bradshaw [67] recommend a spacing
approximately equal to 0.2 times the settling chamber diameter (in this case 76.2 mm).
Due to the pressure drop across each screen the maximum freestream velocity (at a VFD
setting of 60 Hz) was reduced from 40.2 m/s to 39.0 m/s. It was reasoned that both screens
should be left in the wind tunnel, despite the loss in maximum freestream velocity, in an
attempt to reduce any turbulence that the acoustic foam (discussed in the next subsection)
might add.















Figure 3.5: Turbulence intensity vs freestream velocity, one turbulence screen;  two
turbulence screens
3.1.3 Acoustic Foam
Due to the relatively small separation between the wind tunnel fan and the test section, fan
noise easily travels to the test section. In order to improve the quality of the aeroacoustic
experiments the background noise level in the test section needed to be lowered. The
simplest way to accomplish this was the addition of sound absorbing foam [11]. Three
types of sound absorbing foam were considered: Armacell SA Duct Liner, Whispertone R©
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Tackboard, and Melamine foam. All three foams have limited sound absorption below
approximately 500 Hz, and improved sound absorption as the frequency increases. The
Melamine foam was chosen because of its superior sound absorption and proven capabilities
at the VTSWT [11]. The foam was placed inside the walls between corners 1 and 2, and
corners 3 and 4, as shown in Figure 3.1. It was impractical to have the foam flush mounted
inside the tunnel therefore it was simply attached to the wind tunnel walls. A foam
thickness of 12 mm was chosen to minimize the constriction effect on the flow. Additionally
the foam was chamfered on either end in order to reduce the risk of flow separation. The
foam was glued to sheets of cellophane, which were then fixed to the wind tunnel walls with
double sided tape. This provided a semi-permanent attachment in case the foam needed
to be removed in the future.
Background noise level results for a test section speed of 20 m/s are shown below in
Figure 3.6. The narrowband noise spectrum is plotted in decibels with a frequency range of
0–5000 Hz. As expected the acoustic foam has virtually no effect below 500 Hz. However
above this the background noise level is clearly attenuated.


























Figure 3.6: Test section background noise levels, without acoustic foam; with
acoustic foam
In an attempt to further reduce the background noise and prevent resonance a test
section ceiling panel lined with Melamine foam was constructed. This modification was
implemented by Nash et al. [15] and successfully reduced resonance. For this study the
foam lined test section did not significantly lower the background noise level. Additionally
the foam caused a 17% reduction in flow velocity for a given fan frequency setting. Although
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this effect was not thoroughly investigated it is believed to be caused by the relatively rough
surface of the foam compared to the other smooth test section walls. For these reasons the
foam lined ceiling panel was not used in further tests. It was later found that the foam
panel did not prevent test section resonance.
3.1.4 Glass Test Section Front Panel
The front panel of the test section constructed by McPhee [55] was made from 12.7 mm
thick Lexan. Preliminary LDA tests showed that this had detrimental effects on the max-
imum achievable data rate. Impurities in the Lexan cause this poor data rate and a 3 mm
thick piece of float glass was used instead because of its superior optical characteristics.
The new front glass panel along with the supporting hardware are shown in Figure 3.17.
3.1.5 Final Wind Tunnel Calibration
After all wind tunnel modifications, the final wind tunnel calibration was performed with
the LDA to determine the relationship between VFD frequency and freestream velocity
and turbulence intensity. Two calibration tests were done in order to determine the re-
peatability of the wind tunnel and to create an average calibration curve. Temperature
measurements of the flow inside the test section were performed in conjunction with the ve-
locity measurements. This was done so the air density and viscosity (and thus the Reynolds
number) could be accurately calculated and so that subsequent tests could be performed
at the same temperature. A K-type thermocouple was used along with the measurement
system employed by McPhee [55]. A period of approximately 10 minutes was allowed to
elapse between VFD setting measurements to allow for the wind tunnel to heat up and
reach a steady state. Both velocity and temperature results are presented in Figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.7: Freestream velocity and temperature vs VFD frequency, , low speed test 1;
+, low speed test 2; M, high speed test 1; × high speed test 2;  temperature test 1; •
temperature test 2
Each calibration curve was extremely linear except for low VFD settings below approx-
imately 7.5 Hz. Because of this a low speed (below 7.5 Hz) and a high speed (above 7.5 Hz)




0.5272 ; (fV FD,l < 7.5Hz) (3.1)
where fV FD,l is the VFD setting in Hz and U0 is the freestream velocity in m/s. The
average high speed calibration is given by:
fV FD,h =
U0 + 1.215
0.6575 ; (fV FD,h > 7.5Hz) (3.2)
where fV FD,h is the VFD setting in Hz and U0 is the freestream velocity in m/s. Both
calibration curves have an R2 value of 0.999. Due to the blockage of the acoustic foam
the maximum freestream velocity (at a VFD setting of 60 Hz) was reduced from 39.0
m/s to 38.2 m/s. Temperature results show that the air in the wind tunnel heated up
significantly at higher speeds. Since the fan’s motor is in the flow, heat from the motor
is added directly into the wind tunnel. Freestream turbulence intensity results are shown
for both tests in Figure 3.8. Compared to the pre-acoustic foam data (Figure 3.5) the
turbulence intensity with the acoustic foam increased to approximately 1.1%. Although
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undesirable, the increased turbulence due to the acoustic foam was deemed worth the
decrease in background noise levels.














Figure 3.8: Turbulence intensity vs freestream velocity from final calibration, 4 test 1; ×
test 2
3.2 Airfoil Selection
Airfoil selection was primarily dictated by the geometry and maximum freestream velocity
of the wind tunnel. Due to the size of the wind tunnel, only an airfoil designed for low
Reynolds number could be properly tested. The selection of a wind turbine specific airfoil
was a secondary constraint. Wind turbine airfoil requirements differ significantly from air-
craft airfoils. Examples of a detailed description of the wind turbine airfoil design process
are given by Somers [69, 70]. Because of the particular design constraints, the National
Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) has designed a family of airfoils for different sec-
tions of the blade and for different sized wind turbines [69, 70]. The S822 airfoil is designed
for the tip of 3–10 m diameter wind turbines with a Reynolds number range of 105–8×105
[69]. The tip airfoil was chosen because it is thinner than the root airfoil allowing for a
lower frontal area blockage ratio in the wind tunnel. Frontal area blockage is defined as
the ratio of the projected frontal area of the airfoil to the test section cross-sectional area.
The S822 airfoil is shown schematically in Figure 3.9 [69].
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Figure 3.9: Non-dimensional schematic of the S822 airfoil
It was desirable to maximize the airfoil chord in order to attain the highest possible
Reynolds number. The airfoil size was constrained only by blockage effects in the wind
tunnel such that the frontal area blockage did not exceed 7.5% [9]. A chord length of 55
mm was chosen resulting in a blockage of 5.8% at α = 0◦, and 7.8% at α = 10◦. This chord
length resulted in a maximum Rec = 1.15× 105 with a maximum thickness of 8.9 mm.
The airfoil was machined from a single block of aluminum using a three-axis CNC mill.
The milling process had a 0.025 mm tolerance. After milling, the surface was smoothed
out using 1000 grit sandpaper. Using a micrometer, the trailing edge was measured to
have a thickness of approximately 0.05 mm or less. The airfoil was attached to the test
section on one side only by employing a steel spar. An existing angular adjustment device
(constructed by McPhee [55]) that allowed for precise 1◦ increments was connected to the
spar.
The section lift coefficient curves for the S822 at various Reynolds numbers from Selig
and McGranahan [28] and Selig et al. [71] are shown in Figure 3.10. These measurements
were made using a load balance. For the lower two Reynolds number cases the lift curves
are non-linear at low angles of attack. They also have a negative lift coefficient at a zero
angle of attack. This is more than likely due to a large laminar separation bubble on the
airfoil or a separated flow that fails to reattach. For Rec = 2× 105, the lift curve is linear
for low angles of attack and has a positive lift coefficient for zero angle of attack.
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Figure 3.10: Section lift coefficient vs angle of attack for the S822; × Rec = 1.0× 105 [71];
+ Rec = 2.0× 105 [71]; ◦ Rec = 1.0× 105 [28];  Rec = 1.5× 105 [28]; 4 Rec = 2.0× 105
[28]
The S822 lift to drag coefficient ratio for a given angle of attack at various Reynolds
numbers is plotted in Figure 3.11. These data are also from Selig and McGranahan [28]
and Selig et al. [71]. For all cases the lift to drag ratio increases with angle of attack,
reaches a peak then decreases. In general, for a given angle of attack in the region below
the peak, the lift to drag ratio increases with Reynolds number. The angle of attack at
which the maximum lift to drag ratio occurs, decreases as the Reynolds number increases.
At Rec = 1.5× 105 the maximum lift to drag ratio occurs at approximately α = 8◦.
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Figure 3.11: Lift to drag coefficient ratio vs angle of attack for the S822; × Rec = 1.0×105
[71]; + Rec = 2.0×105 [71]; ◦ Rec = 1.0×105 [28];  Rec = 1.5×105 [28]; 4 Rec = 2.0×105
[28]
Oerlemans [52] investigated the acoustic emissions from six low Reynolds number wind
turbine specific airfoils including the S822. These tests were performed with a 42 micro-
phone phased array in an anechoic wind tunnel. In an open jet wind tunnel the physical
angle of attack relative to the upstream flow velocity is different than the effective angle
of attack relative to the unbounded local flow velocity. In this work α represents physical
angle of attack and αeff represents the effective angle of attack. A sample beam map from




Figure 3.12: Trailing edge noise beam map of an S822 airfoil at a scan frequency of 1600
Hz from Figure 29 b) in Oerlemans [52]. Dimensions are in meters and the color bar is
measured in decibels. Rec = 5.0× 105 (U∞ =32.0 m/s), αeff = 7.9◦
Narrowband pure tones were not found for the S822 but rather a more broadband tone
that increases in frequency with Reynolds number as shown in Figure 3.13. Additionally,














































Figure 3.13: Acoustic spectra of S822 airfoil from Figure 22 in Oerlemans [52], a) α = 0.0◦
(αeff = 0.0◦); b) α = 10.0◦ (αeff = 4.4◦); c) α = 18.0◦ (αeff = 7.9◦); ◦ Rec = 3.5× 105; 
Rec = 5.0× 105; × Rec = 7.5× 105; · Re = 106
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3.3 Flow Visualization Setup
3.3.1 Smoke Wire Flow Visualization
The smoke wire flow visualization technique was employed at freestream velocities of 10,
15, 20, and 26 m/s in order to qualitatively assess the flow around the S822 airfoil. Tests
were performed at both α = 0◦ and α = 8◦. For the experiments, a stainless steel wire
with a diameter, dwire, of 0.0762 mm, (0.003 inches) was used. It is recommended that the
maximum Reynolds number based on wire diameter (Redwire) be less than approximately
49 [25] to avoid vortex shedding from the wire. However at 26 m/s, Redwire ≈ 130 and
good results were still obtained. The wire was strung through holes in the top and bottom
of the test section and placed behind the airfoil touching the trailing edge for the majority
of the tests. This placement allowed smoke to be entrained into the wake as well as into
the separation bubble if reattachment did not occur. A few tests were conducted with the
wire placed upstream of the airfoil in order to visualize the flow over the airfoil. Smoke
was created from a fluid solution of approximately 70% glycerol in water. This fluid was
found by Yarusevych et al. [25] to have the best results. A variable transformer was used
to adjust the amount of current through the wire. Higher freestream velocities will result
in a higher heat transfer through the wire requiring more current to evaporate the fluid.
Yarusevych et al. [25] recommend the use of a scaling function that predicts the required
voltage for a given freestream velocity. The transformer settings used ranged from 30–40%
of full scale (120 V) for U0 = 10–20 m/s. When heated, the wire elongated; therefore it
was kept under tension with 10 g weight to keep it straight when the current was applied.
However too much tension and the wire could have broken because it is much weaker when
heated. To achieve regularly spaced streaklines the fluid was applied to the wire with one
constant swiping motion using a cotton swab while the tunnel was off [25]. The fluid did
not evenly coat the wire but rather formed into small beads along the wire. Once the fluid
evaporated the wire rapidly heated up and would break if the current was not immediately
shut off. Depending on the freestream velocity the smoke may only last a fraction of a
second. Once the tunnel is turned on the fluid droplets will evaporate or be blown off
shortly thereafter. Because of this, the test was performed immediately after the tunnel
was turned on, especially at higher air speeds.
Two different photography setups were used to capture the smoke wire images. For the
10 and 15 m/s cases, a Nikon D70 digital SLR camera with a Nikkor 50 mm F/1.8 lens
was used. This lens was chosen because it offers excellent sharpness with virtually no lens
distortion [72]. Also, this lens has a large maximum aperture of 28 mm allowing for a large
amount of light for each exposure. The camera was mounted on a tripod in front of the
test section and positioned so the test section filled the frame as shown in Figure 3.14. The
flow was illuminated with a Vivitar 285HV flash (triggered by the camera) mounted above
the test section such that light was directed in plane with the smoke sheet. To prevent the
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flash from illuminating the back wall and the glass front panel, a black paper mask was
placed on top of the test section to create a narrow band of light. The process for taking
an image was to turn on the electricity and then immediately turn it off so the wire did not
have time to overheat and break. As soon as the electricity was turned on the camera was
triggered with a remote so as to not move the camera. Because the smoke was present for
such a short period of time, timing the camera triggering to coincide with the smoke was






where sv is the measured distance between subsequent vortices shed from the same side of
the airfoil and U0 is the mean freestream velocity. The convective velocity of the vortices





Figure 3.14: Smoke wire flow visualization setup with Nikon digital SLR camera
At the higher freestream velocities of 20 and 26 m/s the smoke was present for a even
shorter period of time and because of this could not easily be photographed with a still
camera. A Photron SA1.1 high speed video camera with a Nikkor 85 mm F/1.4 AI-s lens
was used. This 85 mm lens is of higher quality than the 50 mm lens with a larger aperture
[73]. This lens is incompatible with the Nikon D70 and therefore was not used for the still
images. In order to capture the streaklines properly a frame rate of fcamera = 5000 fps
was selected with a shutter speed of 1/5000 s. The camera was mounted in front of test
section and positioned so the test section filled the frame; however a Diagnostic Instruments
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SMS6B Boom Stand was used to support the camera because of the camera’s weight. A
500 W halogen flood light pointed parallel with the smoke plane was used to illuminate the
streaklines. A light masking setup similar to the one used for the still images was employed
to create a narrow band of light. This setup is shown in Figure 3.15. The camera was
started just before the electricity was momentarily turned on and approximately 1000
images were taken. Of the images taken only approximately 50 adequately showed the












Figure 3.15: Smoke wire flow visualization setup with Photron SA1.1 camera
3.3.2 Oil Film Visualization
A mixture of mineral oil (Monarch #70) and graphite powder was used and a thin layer
was spread over the airfoil surface. A method to spray the oil mixture onto the airfoil to
replicate the experiment of Selig and McGranahan [28] was not available. Rather than
remaining distributed over the entire airfoil, the oil accumulated in the laminar separation
bubble region after the wind tunnel was turned on. It is believed that a higher viscosity
fluid and a method to spray on the oil is needed to replicate the results of Selig and
McGranahan [28]. Despite this, information about the bubble’s size and position could
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still be inferred. The oil moved in unison with the separation bubble as the angle of attack
or velocity changed. This allowed for the acquisition of images of the oil film visualization
for every combination of angle of attack from 0◦–10◦ and velocity from 15–35 m/s. Photos
were taken with a Nikon D70 and a Nikkor 50 mm F/1.8 lens. Using the Diagnostic
Instruments SMS6B Boom Stand the camera was positioned above the test section and
pointed down towards the airfoil. Additional lighting was provided by a 500 W halogen
light bulb positioned above and downstream of the airfoil. The process for taking the
images was to start at 15 m/s, take an image for every angle from 0◦–10◦ starting with 0◦





Figure 3.16: Oil film flow visualization setup
3.4 Laser Doppler Anemometry
3.4.1 System Description
A two component Dantec FiberFlow LDA system was used for the measurements. A
Coherent Innova 70, 5 W Argon Ion laser was also used. A Dantec 60X41 transmitter
contains a Bragg cell which splits the beam and shifts it by 40 MHz. The unshifted and
shifted beams are each split into green, blue, and violet light with wavelengths of 514.5,
488, and 476.5 nm respectively, however only the green and blue beams are used. Here
four 60X24 fibre manipulators connect the transmitter to each optical cable which allows
for precise alignment of the beam. The probe used was a two component Dantec 60X81
with a 55X12 beam expander and a 310 mm 50X57 focal length lens. This probe operates
in back scatter so the transmitting and receiving optics are in the same unit and visual
access to the test section is only needed from one side. Individual translation adjustment
of each beam was possible with this probe for more precise beam alignment. The smallest
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available focal length lens and beam expander were used to make the measurement volume
as small as possible. The beam expander had an expansion ratio of 1.98 yielding a nominal
beam separation of 76 mm. This resulted in the measurement volume dimensions listed
below in Table 3.1 as estimated by the BSA Flow software where dz is the long axis of the
measurement volume, and dx and dy are the two short axes.
Table 3.1: Measurement volume dimensions
dx [mm] dy [mm] dz [mm]
Blue beam 0.073 0.072 0.59
Green beam 0.077 0.076 0.61
3.4.2 Physical Setup
The LDA probe was mounted to a three-axis traverse which allowed for the precise place-
ment of the measurement volume inside the wind tunnel. The traverse could be positioned
with an accuracy of approximately 0.0063 mm in the Z direction and 0.013 mm in the
X and Y directions. A series of coordinates were programmed into the software and all
measurements were taken automatically. The flow velocity in a wind tunnel is dominated
by the freestream velocity where the transverse velocity is comparatively smaller. If the
transverse velocity were to be measured directly the data rate would be significantly lower
than if the freestream velocity were to be measured directly. This is because there are com-
paratively fewer seeding particles moving in the transverse direction. In order to acquire
a high data rate for both velocity vectors the probe was rotated 45◦ degrees so that the
magnitude of each velocity vector was approximately equal [31]. This is shown in Figure
3.17. A transformation was applied to the rotated velocity vectors in order to obtain the
freestream and transverse velocity components which is shown below in Equation 3.5. The
origin of the global coordinate system was located at the entrance of the test section where
the bottom panel and back panel intersect as shown in Figure 3.17. This was the point at
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Two seeding particle generators were tested before the final experiments. Preliminary tests
were conducted with a smoke wand which vaporizes mineral oil with a heated element.
Although this produced adequately high data rates, the smoke wand could not produce
a high enough volume rate of smoke. This increased experimentation time because extra
time was required to fill the wind tunnel with smoke. Additionally, the smoke wand could
not be controlled remotely. A Le Maitre Special Effects Inc., Red Devil smoke generator
was ultimately used because it could quickly produce a large amount of smoke and had
a remote control. This is a water based theatrical smoke generator shown in Figure 3.18.
The smoke generator was connected to the wind tunnel via a flexible tube just upstream
of the fan. A “T” connector was used to allow the condensed smoke fluid to collect in
the sealed tube attached to the lower branch of the connector. Two types of smoke fluid
were tried, 100A and CFC 300C both manufactured by Corona Integrated Technologies
Inc. The 100A fluid produces larger particles and thus lasts considerably longer than the





Figure 3.18: Red Devil smoke generator connected to the wind tunnel
There was a concern that if there was too much smoke in the wind tunnel it would con-
dense on the turbulence reduction screens and clog them. This would constrict the flow and
lower the freestream velocity for a given VFD setting. This was investigated by injecting
smoke into the tunnel continuously for seven seconds and measuring the freestream veloc-
ity over a period of ten minutes. There was no measurable decrease in freestream velocity
over this time. However as a preventative measure, cleaning of the screens through the
cleaning window in the screen box was performed after every few tests. It was also found
that immediately after the smoke was injected the turbulence intensity increased. A plot
of turbulence intensity vs time is shown in Figure 3.19 for the period of time immediately
after continuous smoke injection for seven seconds. After approximately eight minutes,
the turbulence intensity reached normal levels. However the data rate also decreased with
time, therefore if a high data rate was needed it was not possible to wait until the turbu-
lence intensity stabilized. Whenever possible measurements were performed a short period
of time after smoke injection and smoke was injected sparingly.
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Figure 3.19: Decrease in turbulence intensity over time after injection of smoke
3.4.4 LDA Tests
All LDA measurements were taken on the mid-span plane around the airfoil. Single location
LDA experiments were performed over a Reynolds number range of 5.24× 104–11.5× 104
(U0 = 15–35 m/s) at α = 0◦ and α = 8◦. These angles of attack were chosen to replicate the
test conditions of Oerlemans [52]. Also, α = 8◦ corresponds to the approximate maximum
lift to drag ratio for the S822 airfoil. This velocity range was chosen so that both the
3 × 104–7 × 104, and 7 × 104–20 × 104 Reynolds number regimes could be studied. The
specific measurement location was at x/c = 1.13 (where x/c = 1 is the trailing edge) and
a y/c position corresponding to the maximum RMS value of the freestream velocity. The
x/c = 1.13 location corresponds to the closest point to the airfoil where a profile could be
measured without the laser beams hitting the airfoil. For each velocity and angle of attack
case, three sets of measurements were taken each comprising of approximately 3.1 × 105
data points recorded at approximately 20–30 kHz. Higher sampling rates were possible at
lower freestream velocities. The BSA Flow software calculated a power spectrum with a
maximum frequency of 6125 Hz and a FFT size of 8192 data points resulting in a frequency
resolution of 0.75 Hz. The maximum frequency and FFT size were chosen to achieve a
frequency resolution equal to that of the acoustic spectrum (discussed in Subsection 3.5.1).
An averaged FFT was created from the three data sets for each measurement case. A
Hanning filter with a filter width of 0.1 [32] was applied to the spectra to smooth out high
frequency noise.
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Additional measurements were performed in both regimes at Rec = 6.91 × 104 and
Rec = 10.0 × 104 (U0 = 20 m/s and U0 = 30 m/s) where the LDA was used to measure
wake profiles at α = 0◦ and α = 8◦. For each combination of velocity and angle of attack a
profile was taken at x/c locations of 1.13, 1.25, 1.5, 2, and 3. At each measurement location
approximately 7.7 × 105 data points were recorded at a sampling rate of approximately
3–6 kHz. Wake profiles were measured to determine the location of the maximum RMS
freestream velocity in the wake. This was needed so that the measurement volume could be
at this location for the single point LDAmeasurements. Additionally, the wake profiles were
measured to determine the separation between freestream velocity RMS peaks, denoted as
d∗.
3.5 Acoustic Measurement Tools
3.5.1 Brüel and Kjær Microphone
The wind tunnel background noise and airfoil noise measurements were performed with a
Brüel and Kjær (B&K) 4192 microphone. The microphone setup and LabVIEW program
used to acquire the data were the exact ones used by McPhee [55]. The microphone
was a 12.7 mm diameter microphone with a frequency range from 3–20000 Hz and a
dynamic range of 20.7–161 dB. The frequency response was flat from 100–15000 Hz. The
microphone signal was fed into a B&K preamplifier, model 2669-C with a single channel
conditioning amplifier, model 2690-A-0S1. The preamplifier output was connected to a
National Instruments PCI-6143 data acquisition card that has a 16 bit analog-to-digital
converter (96 dB dynamics range) with an input voltage of ±5 V. This yields a voltage
resolution of 0.153 mV. Additionally, this system is capable of a sampling rate of 250 kHz.
The microphone was recess mounted behind a Dacron R© fabric membrane in the bottom
wall of the test section, 150 mm downstream of the test section inlet. Recess mounting the
microphone reduces the boundary layer noise over the microphone. The setup is shown
below in Figure 3.20. The microphone was positioned on the pressure side of the airfoil
such that it was in a high amplitude region of the trailing edge dipole directivity as shown
in Figure 2.12 in Section 2.5.
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B&K Microphone
Dacron   Membrane®
a) b)
Figure 3.20: Brüel and Kjær 4192 microphone mounted inside the test section, a) view
from in front of the test section; b) view from underneath the test section
Microphone measurements were performed at the same time as the single point LDA
measurements as well as with an empty test section in order to measure the background
noise levels. For each configuration of freestream velocity and angle of attack, 2.45 × 106
data points were collected at a sampling rate of 24500 Hz (as recommended by McPhee
[55]). The data processing code from McPhee [55] was used which divides the data into
100 blocks, so an FFT can be performed on each to produce a final averaged FFT. The
resulting FFT had a frequency resolution of 0.75 Hz.
3.5.2 Microphone Phased Array
3.5.2.1 Microphone Array Design
Typically microphone phased arrays used for research employ costly condenser microphones
[45]. Recently some researchers have used inexpensive electret microphones with great
success [74, 75]. Another type of inexpensive microphone is the Micro Electro-Mechanical
System (MEMS) microphone which was successfully used by Humphreys et al. [44] to
measure airframe noise. MEMS microphones are inexpensive, compact, and can have built
in noise filtering and amplification circuitry. For these reasons MEMS microphones were
chosen to be used for the microphone phased array. Specifically Knowles Acoustics type
SPM0408LE5H microphones were used which feature a built in amplifier with adjustable
gain and built in RF protection circuitry. Each microphone measures 4.7 mm × 3.8 mm
with a thickness of 1.3 mm and is designed to be surface mounted to a circuit board. The
microphones are bottom ported meaning sound must travel through an opening in the
circuit board before reaching the microphone’s diaphragm.
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Microphone phased array design is based on the type of measurements that need to be
performed, as well as the project’s budget. The desired frequency range to be measured
and the distance from the source to the array play the most important role in the array
design. Having more microphones will always improve the signal-to-noise ratio however
there is a balance between cost (ie. number of microphones) and quality of results. Much
research has been done on the optimal microphone layout. A well accepted design rule is to
arrange the microphones in such a way that there are no duplicate vector spacings between
microphones [47]. It is therefore disadvantageous to arrange the microphones in a cartesian
grid or in a circle with an even number of microphones. The most common arrangement to
ensure unique microphone vector spacings is a logarithmic spiral. Both Dougherty [76] and
Underbrink [77] have patents for spiral array layouts. Underbrink’s “Equal Area Aperture
Array” layout has multiple spirals, an improvement over the single Dougherty spiral [47].
Additionally the Underbrink array is laid out such that the area around each microphone
is equal, providing a more equal microphone weighting. The inter-microphone spacing and
overall size of the array are also important design parameters to consider. The smallest
microphone spacing dictates the highest measurable frequency. To avoid “spatial aliasing”
the smallest inter-microphone spacing must not be larger than half the wavelength of the
highest frequency to be measured [47]. The aperture dictates the degree to which low
frequency sources can be resolved. A larger aperture array will permit better resolution of
low frequencies.
The array used in this thesis was designed by Bale [78] and is composed of three loga-
rithmic spirals each with nine microphones for a total of 27 microphones. The Underbrink
“Equal Area Aperture Array” [77] layout was used. The array was designed to make mea-
surements in the 152.4 mm × 152.4 mm cross section wind tunnel and therefore has an
aperture of 141 mm. All microphones and supporting components (ie, resistors, capacitors,
and connectors) were surface mounted to a single printed circuit measuring 203.2 mm ×
152.4 mm. The microphone signals were recorded with National Instruments 9237 mod-
ules each attached to a National Instruments cDAQ-9172 chassis. The NI-9172 modules
have 24 bit analog-to-digital converters (144 dB dynamics range) with an input voltage
of ±250 mV, yielding a resolution of 0.03 mV. This data acquisition system is capable of
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Figure 3.21: Microphone phased array circuit board
3.5.2.2 Microphone Array Testing
The microphone mounting structure will affect the results and is an important matter to
consider. If microphones are flush mounted to a surface a pressure doubling will occur
at the surface which must be removed prior to beamforming [79], as is the case for this
array. Microphones can be mounted protruding from a support structure to avoid this
problem. In the case of array measurements in a hard wall wind tunnel, it is often simplest
to flush mount the microphones. However with this arrangement each microphone will be
subjected to boundary layer noise which can saturate the microphone amplifier. Since the
boundary layer noise is incoherent between microphones it is attenuated with the removal
of the CSM’s diagonal. Jaeger et al. [80] found that boundary layer noise can be avoided
and results improved by recessing the microphones behind a stretched Kevlar R© membrane
flush with the wind tunnel wall. Kevlar R© has a very high tensile strength allowing the
membrane to be stretched very taut providing a solid boundary. Jaeger et al. found that
Kevlar R© 120, (1.8 oz/yd2, 61 g/m2) provided excellent acoustic permeability. Remillieux
et al. [11] constructed a test section with Kevlar R© membrane walls at the Virginia Tech
Stability Wind Tunnel and successfully performed aeroacoustic tests. Attempts were made
to fabricate a Kevlar R© membrane for the wind tunnel used in this work, however a sat-
isfactory design was not found. Due to time constraints this matter was not investigated
further and as a result no satisfactory beamforming tests were performed on the airfoil
inside the wind tunnel.
Preliminary tests with the microphone array were performed in order to determine if
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the beamforming code worked for real signals and if the array worked physically. Tests were
performed with a single monopole source in a stationary flow field located a known distance
away from the array along the centreline. The monopole source was created by affixing a
370 mm long aluminum tube with a 12.7 mm inner diameter to a B&C DE10 compression
driver. This method of creating a monopole source is recommended by Arnold [81]. Tests
were performed for source pure tone frequencies of 3, 5 and 7 kHz each with an array-to-
source separation of 164 and 385 mm. These pure tones were created by an Agilent 33220A
Function Generator outputting a sine wave directly to the compression driver. This setup
is shown in Figure 3.22. The array was mounted to an acrylic plate using metal standoffs
which was then fixed to a tripod allowing for three-dimensional positioning. A total of
409600 data points (50 blocks of 8192 data points) were recorded for each channel at a
sampling rate of 50 kHz. This resulted in a frequency resolution of 6.1 Hz. A Hamming
window was applied to each block of data before being transformed into the frequency
domain with a FFT. The beamforming process described in Section 2.6 and in Appendix
D was used to process the signals into source maps.
Microphone Array
Compression Driver
           Data
Acquision





Several types of measurements were conducted and the results are presented in this chapter.
A detailed table of each type of measurement and the velocity and angle of attack at
which it was performed is shown in Table 4.1. To assess the relationship between the
velocity spectra and acoustic spectra, a LDA measurement at a single location in the
wake was performed in conjunction with a microphone measurement. Although it would
have been beneficial to acquire the microphone and LDA data simultaneously, such that
a LDA reading and a microphone reading had the same time stamp, this was not possible
due to instrumentation limitations. However the microphone and LDA measurements
were performed at the same time so that the operating conditions were the same. Single
location LDA and microphone experiments were performed over a Reynolds number range
of 5.24× 104–11.5× 104 (U0 = 15–35 m/s) at α = 0◦ and α = 8◦. The LDA was also used
to measure wake profiles at Rec = 6.91 × 104 and Rec = 10.0 × 104 (U0 = 20 m/s and
U0 = 30 m/s) for α = 0◦ and α = 8◦. Smoke wire visualizations were performed at 10, 15,
20, and 26 m/s at α = 0◦, and 10 m/s, and 15 m/s at α = 8◦. Surface flow visualization
images were taken at all combinations of velocity from 15–35 m/s and angles of attack
from 0◦–10◦. The values of U0 are nominal values measured with an empty test section.
Blockage corrections are taken into account when Rec and Std∗ are calculated. The details
of the blockage corrections are outlined in Appendix B.
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Table 4.1: Experimental measurement matrix, × Single location LDA and microphone; ?
LDA wake profiles; ◦ Surface flow visualization; ⊗ Smoke wire visualization
U0 [m/s] 10 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
Rec × 10−4 3.5 5.1 5.5 5.8 6.1 6.4 6.8 7.1 7.4 7.7 8.0
0 ⊗ × ◦ ⊗ ×◦ ×◦ ×◦ ×◦ × ? ◦⊗ ×◦ ×◦ ×◦ ×◦
1 ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ×◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦
2 ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ×◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦
3 ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ×◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦
4 ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ×◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦
α [◦] 5 ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ×◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦
6 ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ×◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦
7 ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ×◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦
8 ⊗ × ◦ ⊗ ×◦ ×◦ ×◦ ×◦ × ? ◦ ×◦ ×◦ ×◦ ×◦
9 ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ×◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦
10 ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ×◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦
U0 [m/s] 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35
Rec × 10−4 8.4 8.7 8.9 9.2 9.5 9.8 10.1 10.4 10.8 11.0 11.3
0 ×◦ × ◦ ⊗ ×◦ ×◦ ×◦ × ? ◦ ×◦ ×◦ ×◦ ×◦ ×◦
1 ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ×◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦
2 ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ×◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦
3 ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ×◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦
4 ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ×◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦
α [◦] 5 ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ×◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦
6 ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ×◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦
7 ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ×◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦
8 ×◦ ×◦ ×◦ ×◦ ×◦ × ? ◦ ×◦ ×◦ ×◦ ×◦ ×◦
9 ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ×◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦
10 ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ×◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦
4.2 Flow Visualization Results
4.2.1 Smoke Wire Visualization
The smoke wire flow visualization method was used to obtain information about the airfoil’s
wake. For α = 0◦, the airfoil wake is shown at Rec = 3.5 × 104 (U0 = 10 m/s) in Figure
4.1 a) and at Rec = 5.1 × 104 (U0 = 15 m/s) in Figure 4.1 b). For both cases the smoke
is being entrained into the separation bubble on the suction side making it visible. The
presence of the separation bubble without reattachment is expected at these low Reynolds
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Figure 4.1: Smoke wire flow visualization at α = 0◦ for a) Rec = 3.5× 104 (U0 = 10 m/s);
b) Rec = 5.1× 104 (U0 = 15 m/s)
numbers. The Kármán vortex streets of alternating vortices are clearly visible in the airfoil
wake for both cases. The vortex streets are very definitive and the vortex spacing is highly
regular. For Rec = 3.5 × 104, α = 0◦ the vortex shedding frequency is approximately 580
Hz and is approximately 870 Hz for the Rec = 5.1 × 104, α = 0◦ case. There appears to
be little influence of vortex shedding from the wire on the airfoil’s Kármán vortex street
and separation bubble at these freestream velocities. The majority of the streaklines above
and below the Kármán vortex street are relatively straight and do not reveal any vortex
shedding from the wire.
Smoke wire flow visualization tests were performed at α = 8◦. The Rec = 3.5 × 104
results are shown in Figure 4.2 a) and the Rec = 5.1 × 104 results are shown in Figure
4.2 b). For the Rec = 3.5 × 104, α = 8◦ case the smoke is entrained into the separation
bubble from the trailing edge showing that reattachment does not occur. Had reattachment
occurred, the smoke created at the trailing edge would not have been carried upstream.
Also from the images, the separation bubble is seen to be larger in size compared to the
same Reynolds number at α = 0◦. The Rec = 5.1 × 104, α = 8◦ case reveals a much
different flow where the smoke does not appear to be entrained into the separation bubble
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Figure 4.2: Smoke wire flow visualization at α = 8◦ for a) Rec = 3.5× 104 (U0 = 10 m/s);
b) Rec = 5.1× 104 (U0 = 15 m/s)
suggesting flow reattachment. This was further investigated by placing the smoke wire
upstream of the airfoil. Shown in Figure 4.3 are the smoke streaklines from the upstream
wire that show the flow reattaching to the airfoil. Flow reattachment corresponds to an
increase in the ratio of lift to drag [21]. Since the Rec = 5.1 × 104, α = 8◦ case has flow
reattachment compared to the Rec = 3.5 × 104, α = 8◦ case with no reattachment, it
must have a higher ratio of lift to drag. This increase in lift to drag ratio with increasing
Reynolds number is also shown in the S822 lift to drag coefficient curves from in Figure
3.11 in Section 3.2. A Kármán vortex street was present for the Rec = 3.5 × 104, α = 8◦
case where fs ≈ 340 Hz. However for the Rec = 5.1 × 104, α = 8◦ case, the vortical
structure is not as visible as in the Rec = 3.5 × 104, α = 8◦ case. The vortex street can
only been seen in Figure 4.3 where fs ≈ 700 Hz.
A different smoke wire method was used to acquire images at higher Reynolds numbers.
A Photron SA1.1 high speed video camera was used since all the smoke evaporates very
quickly making it difficult to capture the smoke with a single photograph. Smoke wire
images from this camera are shown in Figure 4.4 at Reynolds numbers of 6.8×104 (U0 = 20
m/s) and 8.7 × 104 (U0 = 26 m/s), both at α = 0◦. At these higher velocities the smoke
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Figure 4.3: Upstream smoke wire flow visualization at α = 8◦ for Rec = 5.1×104 (U0 = 15
m/s)
was very diffuse and the image quality was not as good as at lower velocities. Although
not clearly visible in the still image, for the Rec = 6.8× 104, α = 0◦ case shown in Figure
4.4 a), the smoke can be seen to entrain into the separation bubble in the series of images
obtained from the high speed video. The flow is not expected to reattach at this low
Reynolds number. At the slightly higher Reynolds number of 8.7 × 104, the flow does
reattach. This is known since the smoke does not entrain into the separation bubble and
move upstream. However this is only clearly visible in the sequence of images and not
clearly visible in Figure 4.4 b). The Kármán vortex street is visible in both cases, however
they are not as well defined and the vortex separation not as regularly spaced as in the two
lower Reynolds number cases at α = 0◦. The vortex shedding frequency was estimated at
1100 Hz and for the Rec = 6.8 × 104, α = 0◦ case and 1250 Hz for the Rec = 8.7 × 104,
α = 0◦ case. For these two higher velocity cases there is an increased risk that the vortex
shedding from the wire will affect the flow. However, similar to the lower velocity cases, the
streaklines away from the Kármán vortex street are relatively straight and no significant
vortex shedding from the wire was observed.
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Figure 4.4: Smoke wire flow visualization at α = 0◦ for a) Rec = 6.8× 104 (U0 = 20 m/s);
b) Rec = 8.7× 104 (U0 = 26 m/s)
4.2.2 Oil Film Visualization
The oil film visualization technique was employed to gain insight into the boundary layer
development on the suction side of the airfoil. Images were taken for every combination
of freestream velocity from 15–35 m/s and angle of attack from 0◦–10◦ for a total of 231
images. Shown in Figure 4.5 is a sample image taken at Rec = 9.5×104 (U0 = 29 m/s) and
α = 3◦ where the flow is from top to bottom. The laminar separation bubble is bounded
by the two lines of oil parallel to the leading edge, here called the separation oil line and
the reattachment oil line. Selig and McGranahan [28] report that the actual separation
point was slightly upstream of the separation oil line and the actual reattachment point
was slightly downstream of the reattachment oil line. For the majority of the images the
separation oil line was faint since the flow pushes the majority of the oil downstream.
From this image the two-dimensionality of the flow is also visible since the oil lines are
nearly parallel to the leading edge for the spanwise extent of the airfoil. All surface flow
visualization images are shown in an array in Figures 4.6 and 4.7. The angle of attack




Figure 4.5: Top view of the airfoil’s suction side showing oil film surface flow visualization,
Rec = 9.5 × 104 (U0 = 26 m/s), α = 3◦, − − − separation oil line; –·– reattachment oil
line; —– cropped area for Figures 4.6 and 4.7
images from left to right. For angles of attack from 0◦–6◦ the separation bubble can be
seen to decrease in size and move slightly towards the leading edge as the Reynolds number
increases. This is analogous to the findings of Nakano et al. [16, 17] and Gerakopulos et al.
[22] where the separation bubble on the suction side of a NACA 0018 airfoil decreased in
size and moved upstream as the angle of attack increased. For small angles of attack, the
flow does not reattach to the airfoil until Rec ≈ 8× 104 (U0 ≈ 23 m/s). This is consistent
with reports by Lissaman [20] and Carmichael [21] that at this Reynolds number the airfoil
chord is long enough for reattachment to occur. Flow reattachment is visible when the
reattachment oil line moves away from the trailing edge. Both the surface flow and smoke
wire visualizations show no flow reattachment at Rec = 6.8 × 104 (U0 = 20 m/s) and
flow reattachment at Rec = 8.7 × 104 (U0 = 26 m/s). As the Reynolds number increases
the separation bubble is seen to decrease in size and move upstream. This phenomenon
was also measured by Gerakopulos et al. [22]. With increasing Reynolds number the
boundary layer transitions to turbulent farther upstream, which causes reattachment to
take place farther upstream. This is the cause for the decrease in separation bubble size
with increasing Reynolds number.
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Wake profiles were measured at Rec = 6.8 × 104 and Rec = 9.8 × 104 (U0 = 20 m/s
and U0 = 30 m/s) each at α = 0◦ and α = 8◦. Using the LDA, measurements were
taken at distances from the leading edge of x/c = 1.13, 1.25, 1.5, 2, and 3. Data points
were separated by 0.5 mm in the velocity deficit region and by 2 mm outside this region.
In Figure 4.8, the normalized RMS freestream velocity wake profiles are plotted against
the transverse coordinate, y, normalized by the airfoil thickness, ta. For both α = 8◦
cases the RMS peaks are shifted down which is expected due to the deflection of flow at
increased angles of attack. All cases show the peaks flattening and becoming less distinct
as x/c increases. The presence of flow reattachment can be inferred by examining the wake
profiles near the trailing edge. Previous studies have shown that without flow reattachment
the wake is wider compared to when there is flow reattachment [56]. Here the wake width
is taken as the size of the profile where the value of u′/U0 increases above the freestream
value. For the α = 0◦ cases at x/c = 1.13, the wake profile for Rec = 6.8 × 104 is larger
than the wake profile for Rec = 9.8×104 suggesting flow reattachment occurs for the higher
Reynolds number. This is substantiated by the flow visualization results which show flow
















































Figure 4.8: Normalized RMS freestream velocity wake profiles, a) Rec = 6.8× 104, α = 0◦;
b) Rec = 6.8 × 104, α = 8◦; c) Rec = 9.8 × 104, α = 0◦; d) Rec = 9.8 × 104, α = 8◦; 
x/c = 1.25; • x/c = 1.5; ◦ x/c = 2
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These data were used to determine the location of the maximum freestream velocity
RMS value so the single point LDA measurements could be performed at this location.
Linear interpolation was used to determine this location for the velocity and angle of attack
cases where a wake profile measurement was not taken. Using the RMS velocity plots the
separation between freestream velocity RMS peaks, d∗ was calculated for x/c = 2 and
values are shown in Table 4.2. A 6th order polynomial curve fit was applied to the RMS
wake profiles in order to calculate d∗. Due to the large size of the measurement volume
relative to the wake, and the separation between measurement points, the calculation of d∗
is only accurate to ±0.54 mm. This measurement was used as a length scale in Strouhal
number discussed in Subsection 4.4.3.
Table 4.2: d∗ values in mm calculated from wake profiles at x/c = 2
d∗ [mm] Rec
6.8× 104 9.8× 104
α [◦] 0 4.5 4.5
8 5.5 3.5
4.3.2 Velocity Spectrum
Single location LDA and microphone measurements were performed to compare the ve-
locity and acoustic spectra. The LDA measurement volume was positioned at the vertical
point corresponding to the maximum freestream RMS value at a downstream location of
x/c = 1.13. The power spectrum for the transverse velocity component is plotted against
frequency in Figure 4.9 for each freestream velocity from 15–35 m/s at α = 0◦. The spectra
are shifted so they are more easily visible. These spectra appear to be divided into three
distinct sets: from U0 = 15–17 m/s, from U0 = 18–24 m/s, and from U0 = 25–35 m/s. The
Rec = 5.1× 104 (U0 = 15 m/s) spectrum (shown in detail in Figure 4.10) is representative
of the spectra in the U0 = 15–17 m/s range. It is characterized by a strong peak frequency
at about 550 Hz with harmonics at 1100 and 1650 Hz. The shedding frequency calculated
from the smoke wire photos at Rec = 5.1 × 104 is 870 Hz and correlates with the peak
measured with the LDA. The reason for this discrepancy is unknown. However the shed-
ding frequency from the smoke wire images at Rec = 3.5× 104 is 580 Hz which correlates
well with the peak in the LDA results in the U0 = 15–17 m/s range.
The spectrum for the Rec = 6.8×104 (U0 = 20 m/s) case which is also shown in Figure
4.10 is indicative of the spectra in the range from U0 = 18–24 m/s. These spectra are
characterized by a strong frequency peak at approximately 1100 Hz, with harmonics at
2200, 3300, and 4400 Hz. The smoke wire results for Rec = 6.8 × 104 (U0 = 20 m/s),
show the shedding frequency is approximately 1100 Hz. Therefore the strong peak in the
LDA spectrum at 1100 Hz is the airfoil’s shedding frequency. There was no linear increase
in shedding frequency with freestream velocity for the U0 = 15–24 m/s range, a finding
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reported by Yarusevych and Boutillier [56] for a similar Reynolds number range. This
suggests that the behaviour of the Kármán vortex street is not similar to past experiments.
The higher velocity, Rec = 9.8×104 (U0 = 30 m/s) case in Figure 4.10 is indicative of the
spectra range from U0 = 25–35 m/s. In this range, there are sharp peaks at approximately
3100 and 3800 Hz as well as a broad peak that shifts to higher frequencies with increased
freestream velocity. This increase in peak frequency is roughly shown with line 1 in Figure
4.9. From the smoke wire results for Rec = 8.7 × 104 the shedding frequency is shown to
be approximately 1250 Hz, which coincides with the peak in the velocity spectrum. This
suggests that the broad frequency peaks denoted by line 1 are in fact the vortex shedding
frequency peaks. Yarusevych and Boutillier [56], and Yarusevych et al. [57] also note
broad peaks that correspond to the airfoil’s vortex shedding at similar Reynolds numbers.
Also, the broad peaks with energy distributed over a frequency range are indicative of the
quasi-regular vortex separation nature of the vortex street seen in the smoke wire images.
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Figure 4.9: Transverse velocity component, Ev, narrowband power spectra at α = 0◦ for
U0 =15–35 m/s at 1 m/s increments
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Figure 4.10: Transverse velocity component, Ev, narrowband power spectrum at α = 0◦,
Rec = 5.1×104 (U0 = 15 m/s); Rec = 6.8×104 (U0 = 20 m/s); Rec = 9.8×104
(U0 = 30 m/s)
Single location LDA measurements were also performed at α = 8◦ over a range of
U0 =15–35 m/s. A shedding frequency of approximately 1100 Hz was detected for U0 =15–
18 m/s, however no distinct shedding frequencies were detected above this velocity range.
As a result, the data for α = 8◦ will not be discussed further.
4.4 Acoustic Results
4.4.1 Acoustic Spectrum
The narrowband acoustic spectra for Rec = 5.1 × 104 (U0 = 15 m/s), Rec = 6.8 × 104
(U0 = 20 m/s), and Rec = 9.8 × 104 (U0 = 30 m/s) at α = 0◦ are presented in Figure
4.11. Both the Rec = 5.1 × 104 and Rec = 6.8 × 104 cases are characterized by a very
strong pure tone of greater than 100 dB at approximately 1100 Hz with a much weaker
subharmonic at 550 Hz. This pure tone was clearly audible during the tests. Harmonics
at 2200, 3300, and 4400 Hz are also present. This is unlike the LDA spectra results which
show the fundamental peak at 550 Hz for U0 =15–17 m/s as opposed to 1100 Hz in the
case of the acoustic spectra. Smaller, broader peaks are also present at approximately
2600, 3100, 3800, and 4700 Hz. The Rec = 9.8× 104 case exhibits similar peaks although
at different amplitudes. In general, the broadband noise level is higher compared to the
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Figure 4.11: Narrowband sound pressure levels at α = 0◦, Rec = 5.1 × 104 (U0 = 15
m/s); Rec = 6.8× 104 (U0 = 20 m/s); Rec = 9.8× 104 (U0 = 30 m/s)
lower velocity case because the tunnel is louder at higher velocities. The strongest pure
tone is 85 dB at 3100 Hz, and lower amplitude peaks are present at 1100, 2600, 3800, and
4700 Hz. The spectra for all freestream velocities from 15–35 m/s are shown in Appendix
A. The 1100, 2600, 3100, and 3800 Hz peaks were always present in acoustic spectra but
only 1100, 3100, and 3800 Hz were amplified at specific speeds. To gain insight into the
origin of these peak frequencies, the background noise level of the test section without the
airfoil was examined which is shown in Figure 4.12. None of the peaks in question (1100,
2600, 3100, and 3800 Hz) correspond to peaks in the background noise spectrum. This
shows that these peaks were not caused solely by the wind tunnel. Only the small peak
at approximately 2300 Hz is present in both spectra suggesting this tone is caused by the
wind tunnel alone. Acoustic measurements were also performed for freestream velocities
from 15–35 m/s at α = 8◦. Compared to the α = 0◦ cases, no high decibel pure tones
were measured, however peaks were observed at frequencies of approximately 1100, 2600,
3100, and 3800. This is shown in Figure 4.13 with the narrowband acoustic spectra for
Rec = 6.8× 104 and Rec = 9.8× 104 at α = 8◦.
4.4.2 Wind Tunnel Resonance
The acoustic measurements show intense pure tones at 1100, 2600, 3100, and 3800 Hz. It is
believed that these tones are caused by wind tunnel resonance as opposed to airfoil trailing
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Figure 4.12: Narrowband sound pressure levels at Rec = 6.8× 104 (U0 = 20 m/s), α = 0◦,
with airfoil; without airfoil
























Figure 4.13: Narrowband sound pressure levels at α = 8◦, Rec = 6.8 × 104 (U0 = 20
m/s); Rec = 9.8× 104 (U0 = 30 m/s)
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edge noise. To further confirm this, Parker’s resonance model [13] was used to predict
the resonant frequency based on the airfoil chord and the test section geometry. This
model was developed by measuring the standing wave frequencies from a cascade of plates
in a wind tunnel and relating the detected frequencies to the cascade geometry. Using
Equation 2.3 the βP mode resonant frequency was calculated to be approximately 1120
Hz. This prediction matches the measured intense pure tone of 1100 Hz that is present
at lower test velocities. Although there is a peak at 1100 Hz in the acoustic spectrum
at all velocities it is only amplified at lower velocities. At higher velocities, intense pure
tones are present at 3100 and 3800 Hz however these frequencies could not be predicted
with Parker’s resonance model [13]. It is more than likely that these frequencies are the
result of a complex superposition of standing waves or three-dimensional standing waves
as hypothesized by Parker [13].
4.4.3 Correlation of Acoustic and Velocity Spectra
To assess the relationship between the LDA spectra, acoustic spectra, and shedding fre-
quency calculations from the smoke wire images, the detected peak frequency vs Reynolds
number is plotted in Figure 4.14. A data point is plotted for any peak that is present in
both the LDA and acoustic spectra; therefore some Reynolds numbers have multiple data
points. For the U0 = 15–24 m/s range the peaks from both the LDA and acoustic spectra
are extremely consistent. From the smoke wire images at Rec = 6.8 × 104, α = 0◦ the
shedding frequency is calculated to be 1100 Hz which is also coherent with the LDA and
acoustic data. This shows that the βP mode resonant frequency is forcing the shedding
frequency in this range. This result is unlike the findings of Yarusevych et al. [82] who
reported attenuation of the vortex shedding frequency when speakers in the test section
emitted a pure tone of the same frequency. This is an undesired result that was not foreseen
at the time of planning the experiment.
The sudden jump in peaks from 1100 Hz to 3100 Hz to 3800 Hz in Figure 4.14 is similar
to Parker and Griffiths’ [14] results in Figure 2.4 which shows a "ladder-like" relationship
between frequency and velocity. For wind tunnel tests of a NACA 0012 airfoil, Nash et
al. [15] also report a "ladder-like" peak frequency vs freestream velocity relationship which
is attributed to resonance due to the hard wall test section. The similarity of the present
results to past studies further suggests that the frequencies at 3100 and 3800 Hz are a result
of test section resonance. The peaks at these frequencies are not believed to be related
to the vortex shedding frequency of the airfoil. However the cause of the flow structures
causing these sharp peaks in the LDA spectra is unclear. The shedding frequency from
smoke wire results for Rec = 8.7 × 104 is 1250 Hz. This correlates well with the series
of broad peaks in the LDA spectra that increase from 1200–1700 Hz as shown in the
U0 = 25–35 m/s range in Figure 4.14. These broad peaks represent the vortex shedding.
The shedding frequency increases with freestream velocity, but not as quickly as in the
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Figure 4.14: Detected peak frequency vs Rec data at α = 0◦,  LDA data; N acoustic
data; • smoke wire data
results of Yarusevych and Boutillier [56].
Yarusevych et al. [57] and Yarusevych and Boutillier [56] showed the Strouhal vs
Reynolds number data very approximately collapsed onto two horizontal lines, one for the
case without flow reattachment, Std∗ ≈ 0.2 and one with flow reattachment, Std∗ ≈ 0.16.
This Strouhal number, Std∗ is based on the separation between RMS peaks in the wake, d∗.
This scaling is applied to the present data and shown in Figure 4.15 along with the data of
Yarusevych et al. [57] and Yarusevych and Boutillier [56]. The length scale d∗ was measured
to be approximately 4.5 mm for both Rec = 6.8× 104 and Rec = 9.8× 104, therefore this
value was used for all data points. The “without flow reattachment” data are reasonably
close to the expected value of Std∗ ≈ 0.2. However, the “with flow reattachment” data do
not shift to Std∗ ≈ 0.16 like the data of past experiments. Although the results do not fall
onto the predicated values it is reasonably close considering the error associated with the
calculation of d∗. If d∗ is calculated based on the expected values of Std∗ , for the “without
flow reattachment” data, d∗ ≈ 3.7 mm and for the “with flow reattachment” data, d∗ ≈ 3.1
mm. Both of these are reasonable values for d∗.
4.4.4 Preliminary Microphone Array Results
The original intention was to use the microphone phased array to quantify and locate the
trailing edge noise from the airfoil. Due to the test section resonance this was abandoned.
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Figure 4.15: Std∗ vs Rec plot, ♦ no flow reattachment,  flow reattachment, α = 0◦
present work; ◦ no flow reattachment, • flow reattachment, NACA 0018 airfoil α = 10◦
Yarusevych and Boutillier [56]; 4 no flow reattachment, N flow reattachment, NACA 0025
airfoil α = 10◦ Yarusevych et al. [57]
However preliminary microphone phased results for a monopole source are presented. Using
a monopole source initial tests with the microphone array were performed. Tests were
performed at array-to-source separation distances of 164 mm and 385 mm. For each
distance tests were performed with source pure tones of 3, 5, and 7 kHz. The source
was placed in line with the center of the array (at the origin of the beam map). The
scanning grid for the 164 mm case is 400 mm × 400 mm with a grid spacing of 2.5 mm and
for the 385 mm case is 800 mm × 800 mm with a grid spacing of 5 mm. The 1/3-octave-
band beam maps for the 164 mm separation case are shown in Figure 4.16 and the 385 mm
separation case beam maps are shown in Figure 4.16. For all tests the microphone array
and beamforming code are able to accurately locate the monopole source. The beamwidth
(diameter of the main lobe measured 3 dB below the peak) is calculated for each beam
map and presented in Table 4.3. The results show that as the frequency increases the
beamwidth decreases which is in agreement with Equation 2.24. The beamwidth increases

























































































































































































































Figure 4.17: Source maps for a separation of 385 mm for a) 3 kHz, b) 5 kHz, and c) 7 kHz
Table 4.3: Beamwidths
3 kHz 5 kHz 7 kHz
164 mm separation 170 mm 102 mm 69 mm





Several modifications to the Sperandei [63] wind tunnel were made before the present work
was completed. With the addition of steel diffuser vanes and two low porosity (54%)
turbulence reduction screens the turbulence intensity was lowered to approximately 1.1%.
Melamine foam was fixed to the inside of the wind tunnel which successfully reduced the
background noise from approximately 42 dB to 27 dB above 1000 Hz.
5.2 Flow Visualization
5.2.1 Smoke Wire Visualization
Smoke wire flow visualization was successfully performed at Reynolds numbers of 3.5 ×
104, 5.1×104, 6.8×104, and 8.7×104 at α = 0◦, and at Reynolds numbers of 3.5×104, and
5.1×104 at α = 8◦. This process allowed for the visualization of flow reattachment (if any)
as well as the calculation of the vortex shedding frequency. The flow separation details
are summarized in Table 5.1 and the shedding frequencies are summarized in Table 5.2.
According to Lissaman [20] and Carmichael [21] flow reattachment will likely not occur
below Rec ≈ 7×104 which was proven with the smoke wire results. However reattachment
was observed below this threshhold for the Rec = 5.1× 104, α = 8◦ case. This is possibly
due to the increased turbulence due to the higher angle of attack.
5.2.2 Oil Film Visualization
The oil film visualization method was successfully used to assess the boundary layer flow
over the airfoil. The oil film visualization showed no flow reattachment below Rec ≈ 8×104
for low angles of attack which correlates well with the smoke wire visualization results.
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Table 5.1: Presence of flow reattachment from smoke wire results
Rec × 10−4
3.5 5.1 6.8 8.7
α [◦] 0 no no no yes
8 no yes no data no data
Table 5.2: Vortex shedding frequency, fs [Hz] calculated from smoke wire images
Rec × 10−4
3.5 5.1 6.8 8.7
α [◦] 0 580 870 1100 1250
8 340 700 no data no data
5.3 Velocity Measurements
Wake profile and single point LDA measurements were undertaken on the S822 airfoil. The
wake profiles were measured to determine the separation between freestream velocity RMS
peaks, d∗, and to determine the maximum RMS location for the single point measurements.
Examination of the wake profiles also provided further evidence that flow reattachment
occurs at Rec ≈ 8× 104. Flow reattachment is accompanied by the narrowing of the wake
width which is visible in the wake profile results.
The single point LDA measurements revealed information about the energy spectrum
in the wake. The results revealed three distinct velocity spectrum ranges; U0 = 15–17
m/s, U0 = 18–24 m/s, and U0 = 25–35 m/s. The two lower velocity ranges showed strong
peaks at approximately 550 Hz and 1100 Hz but no increase in frequency with Reynolds
number. The 1100 Hz peak corresponds well to the 1100 Hz shedding frequency calculated
from the smoke wire measurement at Rec = 6.8× 104. The U0 = 25–35 m/s range exhibits
sharp peaks at 3100 and 3800 Hz, and broad peaks which increase in frequency with
Reynolds number. The broad peaks with increasing frequency are indicative of the vortex
shedding frequencies reported by Yarusevych and Boutillier [56], and Yarusevych et al.
[57]. The shedding frequency of 1250 Hz calculated from the smoke wire measurement at
Rec = 8.7× 104 lines up well with this series of broad peaks. Therefore this series of broad
peaks from U0 = 25–32 m/s represent the shedding frequencies. The Strouhal number
based on the separation d∗ was calculated and plotted against the results of Yarusevych
and Boutillier [56], and Yarusevych et al. [57]. The “without flow reattachment” data
points line up reasonably well with past results but the “with flow reattachment” data
points are approximately 25% higher than past results. This discrepancy is largely due to
the error associated with the measurement of d∗.
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5.4 Acoustic Measurements
Acoustic measurements inside the test section were performed along with the LDA mea-
surements. Pure tones of 1100, 2600, 3100, and 3800 Hz were observed at all Reynolds
numbers tested however only certain frequencies were amplified at certain Reynolds num-
bers. By comparing the acoustic spectrum with and without the airfoil it was found that
these peaks are caused by the presence of the airfoil and are not due to the wind tunnel
alone. It was hypothesized that these strong peaks were caused by resonance in the test
section. Using the Parker [13] resonance model, the tone at 1100 Hz in the U0 = 15–24
m/s range was predicted based on the airfoil and test section geometry. This 1100 Hz peak
was measured by the LDA in this velocity range and using smoke wire visualization the
shedding frequency was measured to be 1100 Hz at Rec = 6.8× 104 (U0 = 20 m/s). This
evidence strongly suggests that in this velocity range, the resonance is forcing the shed-
ding frequency. The strongest tones of 1100, 3100, and 3800 Hz exhibited a "ladder-like"
relationship with the freestream velocity which is indicative of test section resonance as
shown by Parker [13]. Therefore in addition to the 1100 Hz resonance the peaks at 3100
and 3800 Hz are likely due to test section resonance. The peaks at 3100 and 3800 Hz were
also measured with the LDA meaning the resonance is causing oscillating flow structures.
The nature of these flow structures was not investigated further.
Since the resonance has such a large effect on the airfoil noise generation, the acoustic
results are not applicable to any real world wind turbine applications. Although the initial
goal was to use the microphone array to measure the trailing edge noise, this was never
accomplished and only preliminary tests in a stationary flow field were done. However
these tests did show that both the array and beamforming code performed as expected.
The array in combination with the beamforming code were able to accurately locate simple





It was found that wind tunnel resonance was the most significant contributing factor to
the undesirable results. The resonance model proposed by Parker [13] shows that βP mode
resonance will not occur if the ratio of airfoil chord to test section height is much less than
0.4. This should be used as a design parameter for the planning of future aeroacoustic
experiments in hard walled wind tunnels. In general a large test section will result in lower
resonant frequencies. By lowering the frequency of resonance there is less of a chance the
resonance will interfere with the airfoil vortex shedding.
6.2 Flow Visualization
6.2.1 Smoke Wire Visualization
The majority of the difficulty in taking smoke wire flow visualization still images was
in manually timing the electric current and camera shutter. This was best done with
two people, one operating the electric current and the other operating the camera. Due
to the very short amount of time that the smoke lasted, the camera would often not
capture the smoke. To improve the smoke wire visualization process for still images a
system to trigger both the camera and electric current should be designed. This could
be accomplished using LabVIEW and a National Instruments data acquisition system
with analog outputs (such as the NI PCI-6251). Through the analog output of the data
acquisition, the variable transformer can be controlled via a relay. The camera’s infrared
remote can be triggered through the analog output; however there are a variety of ways to
trigger the camera depending on the camera and available software. This system would also
allow for the precise control over the duration of the electric current, which will significantly
reduce the number of times the wire breaks due to overheating. Additionally with proper
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synchronization it may be possible to photograph high velocity flows with the still camera
as opposed to the high speed camera. With the acquisition of a newer flash unit capable
of flash bursts, a series of images could be captured.
A stainless steel wire was used for the experiments presented in this work; however the
use of a Nichrome alloy wire should be investigated. Nichrome is often used for heating
elements because of its strength at high temperatures [83]. This could result in fewer
broken wires due to overheating, thus improving the reliability of the smoke wire method.
6.2.2 Oil Film Visualization
The oil film flow visualization results can be improved by painting the airfoil a matte black
and using a fluorescent or white pigment such as titanium-dioxide. The high reflectance of
the bare machined aluminum airfoil proved to be difficult to photograph and a non-reflective
surface would improve results. Attempts can be made to replicate the oil film visualization
process of Selig and McGranahan[28] in which the fluorescent pigment suspended in oil was
applied with an airbrush. This process allowed for more detailed results of the boundary
layer flow development. However it was noted that this process works best for airfoils
larger than the c = 55 mm airfoil used in this thesis.
6.3 Velocity Measurements
The LDA measurements undertaken were primarily inhibited by the size of the airfoil rela-
tive to the measurement volume. A larger airfoil would create a larger wake and therefore
the d∗ separation would be larger relative to the measurement volume. This would lower
the error associated with the d∗ measurement and hence result in a more accurate calcu-
lation of Std∗ . LDA measurements of the boundary layer were not undertaken due to the
size of the boundary layer being approximately the same order of magnitude as the mea-
surement volume. A larger airfoil hence larger boundary layer would facilitate boundary
layer measurements with the LDA. These measurements could be used to investigate the
relationship between airfoil trailing edge noise sound pressure level and boundary layer
thickness.
The current Dantec LDA system comes with a 4 channel 62N520 Analog/Digital input
card. Although this system was not used, it could be used to record pressure, temperature,
humidity, noise or any other sensor output simultaneously with the LDA measurements.
6.4 Acoustic Measurements
Due to the resonance in the wind tunnel, any further attempts to use the microphone
phased array in it would only yield unsatisfactory results. A larger wind tunnel is needed
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if microphone phased array tests on an airfoil need to be performed. The wind tunnel
should be large enough such that the chord to tunnel height ratio (c/h) is well below 0.4 as
recommended by Parker [13] to avoid resonance.
Although the microphone phased array was successfully built and tested, due to its
small size, it has poor resolution of lower frequency noise. Building on the knowledge
gained from the preliminary array, a larger array should be designed and tested. It is
recommended to again use MEMS microphones with built-in amplification due to their
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Shown below are all the acoustic spectra at α = 0◦ for U0 =15–35 m/s at 1 m/s increments.
The vertical axis is measured in decibels and each plot is shifted for clarification.
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The flow in a closed test section wind tunnel is restricted by the walls and because of
this the flow around the airfoil is accelerated. Corrections to the freestream velocity must
be made to account for this velocity increase. The following correction method is taken
from Barlow et al. [9]. For two-dimensional airfoil tests the freestream velocity must be











where cdu is the uncorrected drag coefficient taken as cdu ≈ 0.03 from Selig and McGrana-
han [28]. For the S822 airfoil used, εsb = 0.01 and εwb = 0.003. The corrected freestream
velocity, U0,c, is given by:
U0,c = U0 (1 + εsb + εwb) (B.3)
where U0 is the nominal, uncorrected freestream velocity measured with an empty test
section. The corrected freestream velocity is used to calculate the Reynolds number, Rec,




An error analysis is performed to determine the error associated with the measured and
derived quantities. Sources of error can be divided into two categories, “bias” errors and
“precision” errors [31, 84]. Bias errors are fixed and usually associated with the measure-
ment device or measurement setup. Precision errors are random and associated with the
measurement of a stochastic process such as: velocity, temperature or pressure. The prop-
agation of precision error through a calculation is calculated with the addition of composite
error terms using the root-sum-square (RSS) method. Using the RSS method, the total
































where ∆ρ is the precision error on the density, ∆U0 is the precision error on the freestream
velocity, and∆µ is the precision error on the viscosity.





where P0 = 97200 Pa is the atmospheric pressure, R = 287 J/(kg·K) is the specific gas
constant, and T is the temperature in Kelvin inside the wind tunnel. Also using the RSS





















where ∆P0 is the error on the atmospheric pressure measurement and ∆T is the error on
the temperature measurement.
The temperature was measured with a K-type thermocouple and was measured to vary
by ±1 K during a test at a specific velocity. Using a mercury manometer, the atmospheric
pressure was measured before and after a series of tests and was found to vary by ±200
Pa.
The total error of the freestream velocity measurement is composed of two dominant
error sources. The maximum 95% mean confidence interval calculated by the BSA Flow
Software [32] is approximately 0.002 m/s. Another precision error is due to the variability of
the wind tunnel caused by leaks and clogging of the turbulence reduction screens. Based on
the maximum variability between the two wind tunnel calibration tests this precision error
is estimated at 0.13 m/s. Bias errors associated with the LDA are due to the uncertainty in
beam separation distance which in turn affects the fringe spacing; this error is considered
to be negligible [31]. The uncertainty in the rotational alignment of the probe also causes a
bias error. The probe’s rotation has an estimated precision of ±0.5◦ resulting in a negligible
effect on the velocity measurement. The total error of the freestream velocity is calculated
to be ∆U0 = 0.13 [m/s]. It should be noted that the maximum 95% mean confidence
interval in the airfoil wake is much larger and can be up to 2.5 m/s.
Using a power law from White [85], the dynamic viscosity of the air in the wind tunnel,







where µ0 = 1.71× 10−5 Pa·s is the reference dynamic viscosity, T0 = 273 K is the reference
temperature. The precision error on the viscosity, ∆µ, is given by:










































where ∆fs is the error of the shedding frequency estimate and ∆d∗ is the error of the d∗
measurement. The shedding frequency is calculated from curve fit of the LDA spectrum
and because of this precision error is estimated at 10 Hz.
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Table C.1: Summary of errors
Variable Absolute error Percent error
∆P0 200 Pa 0.21
∆T 1 K 0.34
∆ρ 4.5× 10−3 kg/m3 0.39
∆µ 4.2× 10−8 Pa·s 0.24
∆U0 0.13 m/s 1.3
∆Rec 650 1.4
∆d∗ 0.54 mm 12
∆fs 10 Hz 0.92
∆Std∗ 0.03 12
The quantity d∗ is the measured distance between RMS peaks in the wake. Therefore
the error associated with d∗ is equal to twice the error of the location of each point.
The error associated with d∗ is due to three error sources. Firstly, the bias error of the
LDA traverse in the Z direction is estimated at 0.01 mm [32]. The precision error due to
the relative movement between the LDA system and the wind tunnel caused by random
vibrations of the wind tunnel is estimated at 0.1 mm. Lastly there is precision error due
to the calculation of d∗ from the curve fit of the RMS freestream velocity wake profiles,
which is estimated at 0.25 mm. Using the RSS method, ∆d∗ ≈ 0.54 [mm]. The resulting
total error on the Strouhal number is ∆Std∗ = 0.03. A summary of the maximum errors




The following code is a series of functions written to apply the beamforming algorithm. A
description of each “m-file” function is as follows.
beamforming.m – Main function that calls other functions which create the array coor-
dinates, generate the signals or read them from data files. Beamforming algorithm is done
in this function.
LinearArray.m – Creates linear array coordinates.
RandomCircularArray.m – Creates random array coordinates within a prescribed ra-
dius.
ConcentricCircleArray.m – Creates concentric circle array coordinates.
DoughertySpiral.m – Creates array coordinates based on the Dougherty spiral [76].
UnderbrinkSpiralArray.m – Creates array coordinates based on the Underbrink “Equal
Area Aperture Array”.
PredefinedArray.m – Reads array coordinates and microphone sensitivities from a data
file.
StretchMicrophoneCoordinates.m – Stretches current microphone array coordinates in
prescribed directions.
GenerateSignals.m – Generates time-delayed acoustic signals for each microphone.
ReadSignals.m – Reads acoustic signals stored in a National Instruments .tdms binary
file.
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c_0=340000;   % Speed of sounds [mm/s]
T_b =  2^13 ;                           %Samples per block, block length
K = 50;                                 %Number of blocks
T_tot=K*T_b;                            %Total number of samples
Fs=5E4;                                %Sampling frequency
L=T_tot/Fs;                             %Length of signal in seconds
s_f=8000;                                %Scanning frequency
t=((0:T_tot-1)/Fs)';          %Time in seconds for m_0 channels
%---------------Start of Array Type
%LinearArray  %Call LinearArray.m array coordinate generator
%RandomCircularArray  %Call RandomCircularArray.m array coordinate generator
%ConcentricCircleArray  %Call ConcentricCircleArray.m array coordinate generator
%DoughertySpiralArray  %Call DoughertySpiralArray.m array coordinate generator
UnderbrinkSpiralArray  %Call UnderbrinkSpiralArray.m array coordinate generator
%PredefinedArray  %Call PredefinedArray.m which reads array coordinate file
%StretchMicrophoneCoordinates  %Call StretchMicrophoneCoordinates.m to apply stretching transform




xs_source_locs=[0,0,1000;500,500,1000]; % Location of sources [x1,y1,z1; x2,y2,z3;...;xn,yn,zn]
%xs_source_locs=horzcat(zeros(27,1),(-97.5:7.5:97.5)',100*ones(27,1));




% xs_source_locs=[0,0,1000]; % Location of scanning plane center [x,y,z]
% ReadSignals  %Call ReadSignals.m which reads .tdms binary data file
%------------------------End Read Signals
 
s_b=zeros(length(t)/K,m_0,K);  % Initialize complete blocks microphone signal matrix
for c=1:K
    s_b(:,:,c)=s(length(t)/K*(c-1)+1:length(t)/K*c,:);   %Reshape matrix into 3 dimensions where 3rd dimension is the block number
end
clear s % Clear s to free memory
 
window=hamming(length(s_b),'periodic'); %Hamming window
w_s=mean(window);                       %Hamming window weighting constant
s_b=s_b.*repmat(window,[1,m_0,K]);        %Apply Hamming window to all signal blocks
 
zs=xs_source_locs(1,3);   % Perpendicular distance between source plane and microphone plane [mm]
start_xs=-500; % Starting x-coordinate of source plane [mm]
inc_xs=10;     % X Increment of source location
end_xs=500;     % Ending x-coordinate of source plane  [mm]
start_ys=-500; % Starting y-coordinate of source plane  [mm]
inc_ys=10;     % Y Increment of source location
end_ys=500;     % Ending y-coordinate of source plane [mm]
n_xgrid=(end_xs-start_xs)/inc_xs+1; % Number of grid points in x
n_ygrid=(end_ys-start_ys)/inc_ys+1; % Number of grid points in y
N=n_xgrid*n_ygrid; % Total number of grid points
 
xs=repmat((start_xs:inc_xs:end_xs)',n_ygrid,1); % X-coordinates as a column vector
ys=reshape(repmat((start_ys:inc_ys:end_ys)',1,n_xgrid)',N,1); % Y-coordinates as a column vector
 




rm=(dx.^2+dy.^2+dz.^2).^0.5;  % Distance between microphones and source plane grid points
 
NFFT = 2^nextpow2(T_b); % Next power of 2 from length of T_b
P = fft(s_b,NFFT)/T_b;  % Will zero-pad if necessary




%Pabs=abs(P(1:NFFT/2,:,:)); % Get magnitude of single sided power spectrum
%Pabs(2:size(Pabs,1),:,:)=2*Pabs(2:size(Pabs,1),:,:);  %Multiply by 2 to get true magnitude except for DC component
 
%---------------- Set Start and End Frequencies for 1/3 octave band
start_f=s_f/2^(1/24);  % Lower end of 1/3 octave band
end_f=s_f*2^(1/24);    % Upper end of 1/3 octave band
start_f_loc=find(freq<=start_f, 1,'last' );  % Returns the vector address corresponding to the first frequency below start_f
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end_f_loc=find(freq>=end_f, 1 );  % Returns the vector address corresponding to the first frequency above end_f
%---------------- End Set Start and End Frequencies for scanning frequency band
 
%------------------Set single scanning frequency equal to s_f
% start_f_loc=find(abs(freq-s_f)==min(abs(freq-s_f)));  % Find the frequency location closest to that corresponding to s_f
% end_f_loc=start_f_loc;  % Set end_f_loc=start_f_loc if we want to scan for a single frequency
% start_f=s_f;
% end_f=s_f;
%------------------End Set single scanning frequency equal to s_f
 
Y=complex(ones(N,end_f_loc-start_f_loc+1),ones(N,end_f_loc-start_f_loc+1));  % Initialize output matrix
 
for f_loc=start_f_loc:end_f_loc  % f_loc is the current frequency row number (location) in freq
%---------Cross Spectral Matrix
G=zeros(m_0,m_0,K);  % Initialize cross spectral matrix
for c=1:K
    G(:,:,c)=repmat(P_ss(f_loc,:,c)',[1,m_0]).*repmat(P_ss(f_loc,:,c),[m_0,1]);  %Cross-spectral matrix for each block K where ".'" is the unconjugated 
complex transpose
end
G=sum(G,3)/(w_s*K);  %Average cross-spectral matrix over K blocks
G_f=zeros(m_0,m_0,end_f_loc-start_f_loc+1);  % Initialize averaged cross spectral matrix
G_f(:,:,f_loc-start_f_loc+1)=tril(G,-1)+triu(G,1); %Remove diagonal elements
 
clear G  % Clear G to free memory
%--------------End Cross Spectral Matrix
 
e=rm./repmat(rc,1,m_0).*(exp(1).^(2*pi*1i*freq(f_loc)*rm/c_0));  % Steering vector matrix [position (left to right then down), microphone]
%e=(exp(1).^(2*pi*1i*freq(f_loc)*rm/c_0));  % No weighting Steering vector matrix [position (left to right then down), microphone]
 
for c=1:N





Y_mag=sqrt(abs(Y));   %Y comes out as a real number with imaginary coefficients of 0.  Sqrt returns [Pa]
Y_rms_sum=sqrt(sum(Y_mag.^2,2));  %Add pressure from discrete frequencies in 1/3 octave band using rms summed method
Y_dB=20*log10(sqrt(0.5)*Y_rms_sum/20E-6);  %Convert output to decibels and average over frequencies
Y_dB_exp=Y_dB;
Y_dB=reshape(Y_dB,n_xgrid,n_ygrid)';  % Reshape into matrix form
 
%---------Calculate Beamwidth
%contourc returns indices of contour.  Indices must be converted to actual [x,y] coordinates 
bw_contour=contourc(Y_dB,[max(max(Y_dB))-3 max(max(Y_dB))-3]); % Get contour indices at -3dB from peak
x_bw_coord=(bw_contour(1,2:length(bw_contour))-1)*inc_xs+start_xs; % Get actual x-coordinates of contour -3dB from peak
y_bw_coord=(bw_contour(2,2:length(bw_contour))-1)*inc_ys+start_ys; % Get actual y-coordinates of contour -3dB from peak
peak_indice=contourc(Y_dB,[max(max(Y_dB)) max(max(Y_dB))]);% Get indices of peak
bw=sqrt(polyarea(x_bw_coord, y_bw_coord)*4/pi);  % Calculate beamwidth as diameter of circle equivalent in area to area enclosed by -dB contour
%---------End Calculate Beamwidth
 
% Shift Y_dB so the center of a mesh square corresponds to a value in Y_dB not the vertex,
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%---------------Start RandomCircularArray.m
r_max= 70; %maximum radius [mm]
m_0=29; %number of microphone
m=horzcat(rand(m_0,1)*r_max.*cos(rand(m_0,1)*2*pi),rand(m_0,1)*r_max.*sin(rand(m_0,1)*2*pi),zeros(m_0,1));
%---------------End RandomCircularArray.m
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%----------------Start ConcentricCircleArray.m
r_max=70; % Maximum array radius [mm]
N_ring=2; % Number of concentric microphone rings
N_mic=31; % Number of microphones per ring
m_0=N_ring*N_mic; % Total number of microphones
theta_circ=(0:2*pi/N_mic:2*pi*(1-1/N_mic))';
m=zeros(N_ring*N_mic,3); % Initialize microphone coordinate matrix
r_circ=r_max./(2.^((1:N_ring)-1)); % Radius of each circular ring.  Each radius is half the radius of the next largest circle.
for c=1:N_ring
    m((c-1)*N_mic+1:c*N_mic,:)=horzcat(r_circ(c)*cos(theta_circ),r_circ(c)*sin(theta_circ),zeros(N_mic,1));
end
m=vertcat(m,[0,0,0]); % Add microphone at center of the array [0,0,0]
m_0=size(m,1); % Total number of microphones
%----------------End ConcentricCircleArray.m
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%-------------------Start DoughertySpiralArray.m
%-------------------Dougherty Spiral Microphone Coordinates from Dougherty, "Aeroacoustic Measurements"
N_spiral=9; % Number of spirals or number of microphones per ring
N_ring=3; % Number of microphones per spiral or number or rings of microphones
r_0 = 15; %Radius of array at theta=0 [mm]
r_max = 70; %Maximum array radius [mm]








    theta_m=log(1+h*l_m./(r_0*(1+h^2)^0.5))/h;
    radius_m = r_0*exp(h*theta_m);
    m_polar((c-1)*N_ring+1:c*N_ring,:)=horzcat(radius_m',theta_m'+(c-1)*2*pi/N_spiral,zeros(N_ring,1)); 
end
m=horzcat(m_polar(:,1).*cos(m_polar(:,2)),m_polar(:,1).*sin(m_polar(:,2)),m_polar(:,3));
m=vertcat(m,[0,0,0]); % Add microphone at center of the array [0,0,0]
m_0=size(m,1); % Total number of microphones
%-----------------End DoughertySpiralArray.m
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%------------------StretchMicrophoneCoordinates.m
Ax=1.5; % X-coordinate stretch factor
Ay=1; % Y-coordinate stretch factor
Az=1; % Z-coordinate stretch factor (should never be used)
m=m*[Ax,0,0;0,Ay,0;0,0,Az];
%------------------End StretchMicrophoneCoordinates.m
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%------------------Start PredefinedArray.m
mic_coord_data=csvread('MicDataBoard4.csv'); %Get array data [mic number, x, y, z, sensitivity]
m=mic_coord_data(:,2:4); %Get array coordinates [x,y,z]
m_0=size(m,1); % Total number of microphones
%------------------End PredefinedArray.m
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%-------------------UnderbrinkSpiralArray.m
%-------------------Underbrink Equal Aperture Spiral Microphone Coordinates from "Aeroacoustic Measurements"
N_spiral=5; % Number of spirals or number of microphones per ring
N_ring=6; % Number of microphones per spiral or number or rings of microphones
r_0 = 35; %Radius of array at theta=0 [mm]
r_mNt = 470; %Maximum array radius [mm]












    theta_mic((c-1)*N_spiral+1:c*N_spiral)=((1:N_spiral)'-1)*delta_theta+theta_ring(c);
    r_mic((c-1)*N_spiral+1:c*N_spiral)=ones(N_spiral,1)*r_m(c);
end
m=horzcat(r_mic.*cos(theta_mic),r_mic.*sin(theta_mic),zeros(N_spiral*N_ring,1));
%m=vertcat(m,[0,0,0]);  % Add microphone at center of the array [0,0,0]
m_0=size(m,1); % Total number of microphones
%-----------------End Underbrink Equal Aperture Spiral Microphone Coordinates
%-------------------End UnderbrinkSpiralArray.m
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%----------------------GenerateSignals.m
s_m=zeros(length(t),size(xs_source_locs,1)); % Initialize microphone signal source matrix
s=zeros(length(t),m_0); % Initialize complete microphone signal matrix
rm_s=zeros(m_0,size(xs_source_locs,1)); % Initialize distance from source location to microphone matrix
phi=zeros(m_0,size(xs_source_locs,1)); % Initialize time delay matrix
A_rms=1; %Pascal amplitude, rms value
for c=1:m_0
for d=1:size(xs_source_locs,1)
        rm_s(:,d)=((m(:,1)-xs_source_locs(d,1)).^2+(m(:,2)-xs_source_locs(d,2)).^2+(m(:,3)-xs_source_locs(d,3)).^2).^0.5; %Distance from source "d" 
location to microphone
        phi(:,d)=(rm_s(:,d))/c_0; % Time delays for source "d".  All sources are in phase.
        s_m(:,d)=A_rms*sqrt(2)*sin(2*pi*s_f*(t-phi(c,d))); %multiply by sqrt(2) to convert rms amplitude to peak amplitude
end
    s(:,c)=sum(s_m,2);%+2*randn(size(t)); % Modelled microphone signals with channel noise randn(size(t))
end
%Five signals at about 5kHz superimposed
%s(:,c)=2*sin(2*pi*s_f*(t-phi_s1(c)))+0.2*sin(2*pi*(s_f-10)*(t-phi_s1(c)))+1.6*sin(2*pi*(source_f-5)*(t-phi_s1(c)))+0.2*sin(2*pi*(source_f+10)*(t-phi_s1
(c)))+1.6*sin(2*pi*(source_f+5)*(t-phi_s1(c)))+broadband+randn(size(t)); % Modelled microphone signals
clear s_m % Clear s_m to free memory
%----------------------End GenerateSignals.m
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%-------------------Start ReadSignals.m 
%-------------------Start of Read TDMS file from National Instruments
clear chanvals;  %Added by Stephen Orlando, use to be located after plot(chanvals)
 
clc;
%Check if the paths to 'nilibddc.dll' and 'nilibddc_m.h' have been
%selected.  If not, prompt the user to browse to each of the files.
if exist('NI_TDM_DLL_Path','var')==0
    %[dllfile,dllfolder]=uigetfile('*dll','Select nilibddc.dll'); %remove prompt
    dllfolder=['TDMS to MATlab\MATLAB TDM Example\dev\bin'];
    dllfile=['nilibddc.dll'];
    NI_TDM_DLL_Path=fullfile(dllfolder,dllfile);
end
if exist('NI_TDM_H_Path','var')==0
    %[hfile,hfolder]=uigetfile('*h','Select nilibddc_m.h');  %remove prompt
    hfolder=['TDMS to MATlab\MATLAB TDM Example\dev\include'];
    hfile=['nilibddc_m.h'];
    NI_TDM_H_Path=fullfile(hfolder,hfile);
end
 
%Prompt the user to browse to the path of the TDM or TDMS file to read.
[filepath,filefolder]=uigetfile({'*.tdm';'*.tdms'},'Select TDM or TDMS File');
Data_Path=fullfile(filefolder,filepath);
[pathstr, name, ext, versn] = fileparts(Data_Path);
 
%Apply the appropriate file type to 'ftype', depending on whether a TDM or
%TDMS file was selected.  Here, 'ftype' is used in the 'DDC_OpenFileEx' function.
if strcmp(ext,'.tdms')
    ftype='TDMS';
else
    ftype='TDM';
end
 




%Open the TDM or TDMS file (Read Only) (Always call 'DDC_CloseFile' after finished creating or
%reading a file.)
pfile = libpointer('int32Ptr', 0);
calllib('nilibddc','DDC_OpenFileEx',Data_Path,ftype,1,pfile);
 
%Read and Display File Name
DDC_FILE_NAME=libpointer('stringPtr','name');
pfilenamelen=libpointer('uint32Ptr',0);
%Get the length of the 'DDC_FILE_NAME' string property
err=calllib('nilibddc','DDC_GetFileStringPropertyLength',pfile.Value,DDC_FILE_NAME,pfilenamelen);
if err==0 %Only proceed if File Name is found
    %Initialize a string of the length of the file name
    pfilename=libpointer('stringPtr',blanks(pfilenamelen.Value));
    calllib('nilibddc','DDC_GetFileProperty',pfile.Value,DDC_FILE_NAME,pfilename,pfilenamelen.Value+1);
    disp(['File Name: ' pfilename.Value]);
end
 
%Read and Display File Description
DDC_FILE_DESCRIPTION=libpointer('stringPtr','description');
pfiledesclen=libpointer('uint32Ptr',0);
%Get the length of the 'DDC_FILE_DESCRIPTION' string property
err=calllib('nilibddc','DDC_GetFileStringPropertyLength',pfile.Value,DDC_FILE_DESCRIPTION,pfiledesclen);
if err==0 %Only proceed if File Description is found
    %Initialize a string of the length of the file description
    pfiledesc=libpointer('stringPtr',blanks(pfiledesclen.Value));
    calllib('nilibddc','DDC_GetFileProperty',pfile.Value,DDC_FILE_DESCRIPTION,pfiledesc,pfiledesclen.Value+1);
    disp(['File Description: ' pfiledesc.Value]);
end
 
%Read and Display File Title
DDC_FILE_TITLE=libpointer('stringPtr','title');
pfiletitlelen=libpointer('uint32Ptr',0);
%Get the length of the 'DDC_FILE_TITLE' string property
err=calllib('nilibddc','DDC_GetFileStringPropertyLength',pfile.Value,DDC_FILE_TITLE',pfiletitlelen);
if err==0 %Only proceed if File Title is found
    %Initialize a string of the length of the file title
    pfiletitle=libpointer('stringPtr',blanks(pfiletitlelen.Value));
    calllib('nilibddc','DDC_GetFileProperty',pfile.Value,DDC_FILE_TITLE,pfiletitle,pfiletitlelen.Value+1);
    disp(['File Title: ' pfiletitle.Value]);
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end
 
%Read and Display File Author
DDC_FILE_AUTHOR=libpointer('stringPtr','author');
pfileauthlen=libpointer('uint32Ptr',0);
%Get the length of the 'DDC_FILE_AUTHOR' string property
err=calllib('nilibddc','DDC_GetFileStringPropertyLength',pfile.Value,DDC_FILE_AUTHOR,pfileauthlen);
if err==0 %Only proceed if File Author is found
    %Initialize a string of the length of the file author
    pfileauth=libpointer('stringPtr',blanks(pfileauthlen.Value));
    calllib('nilibddc','DDC_GetFileProperty',pfile.Value,DDC_FILE_AUTHOR,pfileauth,pfileauthlen.Value+1);
    disp(['File Author: ' pfileauth.Value]);
end
 












if err==0 %Only proceed if File Timestamp is found









%Get the number of Channel Groups
pnumgrps=libpointer('uint32Ptr',0);
calllib('nilibddc','DDC_GetNumChannelGroups',pfile.Value,pnumgrps);
%Get Channel Groups only if the number of Channel Groups is greater than
%zero
if pnumgrps.Value>0
    pgrps=libpointer('int32Ptr',zeros(1,pnumgrps.Value));
    calllib('nilibddc','DDC_GetChannelGroups',pfile.Value,pgrps,pnumgrps.Value);
end    
for i=1:pnumgrps.Value %For each Channel Group
    %Get Channel Group Name
    pgrpnamelen=libpointer('uint32Ptr',0);
    err=calllib('nilibddc','DDC_GetChannelGroupStringPropertyLength',pgrps.Value(i),DDC_CHANNELGROUP_NAME,pgrpnamelen);
    if err==0 %Only proceed if Channel Group Name is found
        pgrpname=libpointer('stringPtr',blanks(pgrpnamelen.Value));
        calllib('nilibddc','DDC_GetChannelGroupProperty',pgrps.Value(i),DDC_CHANNELGROUP_NAME,pgrpname,pgrpnamelen.Value+1);
    else
        pgrpname=libpointer('stringPtr','');
    end
        
    %Get Channel Group Description
    pgrpdesclen=libpointer('uint32Ptr',0);
    err=calllib('nilibddc','DDC_GetChannelGroupStringPropertyLength',pgrps.Value(i),DDC_CHANNELGROUP_DESCRIPTION,pgrpdesclen);
    if err==0 %Only proceed if Channel Group Description is found
        pgrpdesc=libpointer('stringPtr',blanks(pgrpdesclen.Value));
        calllib('nilibddc','DDC_GetChannelGroupProperty',pgrps.Value(i),DDC_CHANNELGROUP_DESCRIPTION,pgrpdesc,pgrpdesclen.Value+1);
    end
        
    figure('Name',pgrpname.Value);
    hold on;
    
    %Get Channels
    pnumchans=libpointer('uint32Ptr',0);
    %Get the number of Channels in this Channel Group
    calllib('nilibddc','DDC_GetNumChannels',pgrps.Value(i),pnumchans);
    %Get Channels only if the number of Channels is greater than zero
    if pnumchans.Value>0
        pchans=libpointer('int32Ptr',zeros(1,pnumchans.Value));
        calllib('nilibddc','DDC_GetChannels',pgrps.Value(i),pchans,pnumchans.Value);
    end
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    channames=cell(1,pnumchans.Value);
    
    for j=1:pnumchans.Value %For each Channel in group
        %Get Channel Name
        pchannamelen=libpointer('uint32Ptr',0);
        err=calllib('nilibddc','DDC_GetChannelStringPropertyLength',pchans.Value(j),DDC_CHANNEL_NAME,pchannamelen);
        if err==0 %Only proceed if Channel Name is found
            pchanname=libpointer('stringPtr',blanks(pchannamelen.Value));
            calllib('nilibddc','DDC_GetChannelProperty',pchans.Value(j),DDC_CHANNEL_NAME,pchanname,pchannamelen.Value+1);
            channames{j}=pchanname.Value;
        else
            channames{j}='';
        end
        
        %Get Channel Data Type
        ptype=libpointer('voidPtr',uint8(0));
        calllib('nilibddc','DDC_GetDataType',pchans.Value(j),ptype);
        
        %Get Channel Value if Data Type is 'Double'(10)
        if ptype.Value==10
            pnumvals=libpointer('uint64Ptr',0);
            calllib('nilibddc','DDC_GetNumDataValues',pchans.Value(j),pnumvals);
            pvals=libpointer('doublePtr',zeros(1,pnumvals.Value));
            calllib('nilibddc','DDC_GetDataValues',pchans.Value(j),0,pnumvals.Value,pvals);
            chanvals(:,j)=(pvals.Value)'; %#ok<AGROW>
        end
            
    end
    
    %Plot Data from channels in this group
    plot(chanvals); %clear chanvals;
    
    legend(channames);
end
 





%-------------------End of Read TDMS file from National Instruments
 
%-------------------Start Section added by Stephen Orlando
chan_nums=str2num(char(channames(2:size(channames,2))));
pre_s=vertcat(chan_nums',chanvals(:,2:size(chanvals,2)));  %Add mic numbers to first row
[first_row, mic_order] = sort(pre_s(1,:));
sorted_s=pre_s(:,mic_order);         %Sort columns into increasing mic number
clear pre_s
s=sorted_s(2:size(sorted_s,1),:);  %Remove mic numbers from first row
clear s_sorted
 
mic_coord_data=csvread('MicDataBoard2.csv');  %Get array data [mic number, x, y, z, sensitivity]
mic_sensitivity=mic_coord_data(:,5);  %Read mic sensitivities in V/Pa
for i= 1:size(mic_sensitivity)
    s(:,i)=s(:,i)/mic_sensitivity(i);%Divide by sensitivity to convert volts to Pascals
end
s=s/2; %Divide by 2 to account for pressure doubling since mics are on a hard surface
%-------------------End Section added by Stephen Orlando
%-------------------End ReadSignals.m 
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